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I. ingawlpi
A. Definition.

The Suggestive Accelerative Learning and Teaching Method utilizes

aspects of suggestion and unusual styles of presenting material to

accelerate classroom learning. The essence of this technique is using

=unusual comation of physical relaxation exercises, mental con-

centration and suggestive principles to strengthen a person's ego and

expand his memory capabilities ylus relaxing music while material to be

learned is presented dynamically. Mkny of the independent elements have

been known here in the Western World, but_Dr. George Lozanov at the

University of Sofia, Bulgaria apparently.has been the first to put all

of these component elements together in an integrated and highly

effective learning procedure.

B. Brief Research Results.

Lozanav (1971, 1976) presents the results of many of his numerous

pilot studies in evaluating the various components of the method. Com-

bined, the components of his Method have produced results: that have

speeded up language learning by factors ranging from five to one up to

fifty to one. Pilot projects done in this:country, (Bordon & Schuster,

1972) and (Schuster, 1972) provide a limited corroboration of his

claims; language training has been speeded up by a factor of three to

one in this U.S. research. Refer to the Research Resul*Secticn in thia

manual for further details.

To give the reader a feel for what happens with this method, me

present here an account of a four day tutoring aession by one of ua

(CG). We had two eighth grade students recommended by their parents as
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2

learning disability students, students who had difficulty in math. The

students themselves asked for some help in spelling. These two

students were ideal for experinenting, trying to see whether or not we

could get some of the results that Lozanovhad reported. I worked with

the students in the 'living room of their own home with comfortable

chairs and good stereo equipment. The students took their pretest on

spelling words quite wil3.ingly, bmt refused even to try on mathematics

because it was way beyond their expectations. The Lozanovmethod of

presentation to these students was different than to a regular class.

No obj64ons were expressed by either the students or their families

in doing this.

We took one day to give the students some background, another day

to start preparing them, to give them a pretest and to try to establish

the basic beginning conditions. The second dtry we started with the

Lozanov presentation of 50 spelling words and preparations to present

fractions as an arithmetic lesson. After presenting the 50 words from

the list of 200 spelling demons, I asked the kids for verification.

Now with only two students we did not ask or try to score the papers,

but watched while they corrected their awn papers. They did fantastically

well. At the end they were surprised and expressed amazement at the

ease, and pleasure. They had such conments as, "It's fun to loarn

easy to learn, there's nothing to learning."

Having let them converse for a few minutes I decided we should

start with the arithmetic lesson, and there's where I failed. At least

I didn't get to do my lesson. I said that we should review the rules

for the addition of fractions, the problems they could not work the
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previous day, the.ones they refused to have anything to do with. The

young gentleman involved immediately started through a discussion Of

the need for a lowest common denominator, so that when you had achieved

the common denominator you coUld add the numerators, or the numbers "on

top" as he called them. The young lady chimed right in with him; they

went through the complete addition set, reducing their answers to the

lowest possible ratio with no comments made by the teachars. When

I tried to introduce si.ibtractions, they took off again, until the only

two things theylet me talk about were the rules. Their learning

barriers had broken down, their acceptance of themselves was very

high, they vere excited and pleased about lemming. They could work

all problems given to them with eise regardless of the complexities of

the denominators given; they had no-problems or difficulties at all.

We started again the next day with another 50 words from the 200

demons. They mixed the order up, checked their own answers, were

thrilled and overjoyed. The girl was still working at 100% but the boy

kept erilsing correct words and changing the spelling words so theY-were

wrong. But he certainly was fixed in his mind that he could not spell

even though he did know how to spoil the words correctly after they were

presented in the Lozanov style with music as a background.

I started the next day again to introduce an arithmetic lesson by

saying that we are going to talk about multiplication and division.

The students themselves presented and discussed the rules between

themselves. I watched in amazement because these two students uto two

days earlier could not ,.. and would not do any fraction problems were

quoting the rules as well as any teaCher.could. The only area of

difficulty was that the girl had learned a different set of division
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rules than had the boy. I personally favored the side of tie young

man; we convinced the girl our rUles were muchsimpler, 1ess involved

and complicated. She enjoyed hearing that they could work any fraction

problem we could present to them in addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division.

On our fourth-day they did another 50 words for a total of 150 of

the 200 spelling demons given to the kids. They coUld spell correctly

right up and down.the line, with the exception of the boy's continuing

to erase and change the words so theywere wrong. We then talked about

percentages, the next area of arithmetic. The ratio or proportion

method was new to them. After a very few minutes they said, mde're

just doing our fractions over again; it's very simple." They took off

again and could work the percentage problems without apy difficulty.

The participating students showed a completely reversed attitude

about themselves. The students themselves were quite eager to continue

to go on. Their folks had said they only wanted to review math because

they were going on to algebra. We did stop after I had this chance to

apply and see the amazing effect the Lozanov approach can have wilen

you desuggest the student, encouftge him and rSiseThis expeCtation-7--

level. They remembered and recalled rules th&other teachers had told

them before with amazing ease. They simply were a pleasure and joy to

work with, because there was nothing you could say that they were not

ant:-cipating that they could not and did not go ahead and take the

initiative on. Students who had come by their parents' recommendation as

uninterested in school, unable to work fractions, unable to work

percentage problems, and unable to spell, had a completely reversed

attitude in three days of class, including the introduction and
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explanation of the things we were going to try to do. As far as they

were concerned, we had accomplished the goal vs had set, so we stopped

the workshop. This experience increased the desire on.my part to

apply the method to classroom situations, because every trial of the

Lozanov approach worked beyond any expectation I had had.

To lend an objective note to the above subjective account of

Lozanov style tutoring, here are the verification test data over the

course of the four days, starting with pretests:

itsa_e Spelling: 30, 90, 100, 100%; Fractions; 0, 90, 100, 80%.

Joe Spelling: 20, 90, 60, 60%; Fractions; 0, 90, 90, 90%.

C. Overview of Method.

There are three basic phases to the Lozanov method, preliminary

preparations, presentation of material, and practice of material.

These are given in detail in the succeeding chapters in this manual, as

well as outlined here. It should be pointed out here that this sequence

in based on teaching foreign language; another sequence might be

appropriate for other subjectS.

In the preliminary activities the teadher creates an initially

favorable atmosphere prior to presenting the didactic material to be

learnedT He or she does this by his composure, his expectations, and

statements with a totally positive attitude. He provides waking state

suggestions as to the effectiveness of previous desuggestive barriers

by.which people have lowered their learning ability to the so-called

norm or average for society. The teacher is authoritative but honest

in his presentation; he knows. The instructor states that theywill
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be expected to improve their learning dramatically and that they will

have a series of control quizzes ungraded by the instructor to prove

to themselves that this indeed happeni. The instructor communicates an

integrated, consistent message at conscious/subconsciOue-levels and

verbal/non-verbal levels. This takes training and practice to achieve.

The students prepare themselves prior to the presentation of

didactic material by several types of exercises, physical relaxing

exercises, mind-calming exercises and restimUlation of previous

pleasant learning experiences.

In the presentation phase the material to be learned is given in

seyeral consecutive passes the same day, review of previous material,

dynamic presentation of new material, and repetition of newmaterial

to be learned in a passive, but receptive state. Previous material is

reviewed and integrated with the material to be presented in today's

session. Then the new material to be learned is first presented in a

--dynamic,dramatic style by the instructor. Typically6 the teacher picks
;

everyday material that is positive and of interest to the students.

The instructor uses imagery, as well as dramationess, to get the point

across and may suggest word images to the students to facilitate

remembering the material. Students are also given instructions to

experience the material in a sensory way as much as possible.

These presentational techniques facilitate learning with the whole

brain. TYpical classroom verbal material is learned primarily by the

left brain hemisphere for right-handed persons. The Lozanov techniques

present non-verbal material simultaneously with the verbal to stimulate

both brain hemispheres in an integrated way.
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The new material to be learned is repeated later in a second

phase with the students in a passive, but alert state as if they were

going to attend a favorite music concert. The students first calm

their minds with a technique such as watching their breathing. Then

material is presented in synchronization with the students, breathing.

Students inhale, hold their breath while the phrases and sentences are

presented exhale, and repeat this process. This material presentation

synchronized mith breathing is in turn Aynchronized with music. The

material to be learned is presented in a fashion orchestrated mith

background music and the synchronized breathing. Mimic is selected that

has a definite rhythm and the music is played for this passive repetition

at a volume approximately equal to that of the instructorls speaking

volumeo After the material has been presented for the second time in

this passive pseudo-concert style, several minutes of mind-calming are

presented again to fix the material in the students° minds, and to

prevent mental distractions from interfering mith the acquisition and

retention of the material.

In the practice phase the material just presented is practiced in

something approaching conventional laboratory discussion sessions.

These are hald in alternate sessions or preferably on alternate days.

Students may look initially, at the book or printed materials for

practice as they are requested to make up words and sentences using the

material just presented. Students pair-off by tmels or three s for

this conversational practice. Near the close of the course, students

are expected to make-up a play that has direct relevance for themselves

and then perform this play with the entire class participating. The
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students obviously have to utilize moA"of the material that they have

learned in the psychodrama.

Students may form intermediate sized groups of 4-6 students in the

conversational practice. Spontaneous demonstrations of acquired verbal

skills are encouraged by the group and supported by the teacher. Such

small groups tend to utilize the resources available and stimulate

creative behavior in an atmosphere supportive of divergent activities

basei on already presented material. The environment surrounding the

classroom maybe manipulated for didactic purposes to provide student

practice. Throughout practice, students must receive positive feedback

appropriate to their skills.

The instructor also grades the students individuall,y on how well

they perform during this final psychodrama. Control or check quizzes

have been given near the end of these practice sessions. These quizzes

are graded by the students themselves, and are not seen by the instructor

unless so requested by the students. However, comprehensive exams may

be given by the instructor at various times throughout the course for

the purpose for determining grades in addition to using the psychodrama

for this purpose.

D. Overall Sequencing,.

In the opinion of the authors the Lozanov method is so remarkably

effective because the individual components in the method have been

combined together in an overall, integrated fashion which increases the

effectiveness of the individual elements in a cumulative way. This

sequence and explanation follows.

In the preparatory phase there is a suggestive, positive atmosphere
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which is highly permissive regarding learning i*nd quite differentlfrom

what students expect in the usual classroom. As a result students ire

milling to go along with the preliminary and preparatory exercises.

Students go through Hatha Toga exercises which leave them physically

relaXed. This in turn makes it possible for students to calm their

minds with an exercise such as Zen breathing. Research very clearly

points to the fact that suggestion is more effective when a person's

mind is calm, such as after Zen breathing or having one's mind in the

alpha state. Further, research also indicates that suggestion itself

is much more effective when it is indirect and permissive rather than

direct and peremptory.

The presentation phase also is carefully sequenced in that the

active phase has the material first presented in a dynamic, dramatic

fashion by the instructor. The students are requested to experience

the materis:; sensorially as completely as possible and to go along with

whatever suggestions for word images the instructor may make. Next

the material is repeated during the passive, pseudo-concert phase where

the students are requested mentally to reenact the images and scenes

from the previous active phase. This passive phase utilises both

hemisphereS of the brain because of the synchronized breathing and

orchestrated music along with the words. This is an additional advantage

for the method, being able to use most of the mind in learning rather

than just the verbal hemisphere as is typical in conventional classroom

presentation.

The practice and use phase of the material just presented has both

conventional and unconventional phases. It has been fairly well

14
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demonstrated that'practicing material just presented does indeed help

in learning. However, Lozanov has taken the pressure off of the practice

in several ways. Students are given fictitious names, personalities

and biographies so that when they make a mistake, nther did not make

the mistake; this helps to eliminate embarrassment and fear of failure.

In addition, students tend to identify with this new personality and

use it as a context in learning the language itself. Secondly, the

control or check quizzes are given on an ungraded basis, that is, they

are scored and graded by the student and are not seen by the instructor.

Thus again fear of failure is eliminated. Grades are given only on the

basis of the final tests.

A snowball effect is very much in evidence from the first class on.

ay means of the unusual techniques and suggestions, students do indeed

learn in the first lesson much more effectively and easily than they

have in the past. Once the students see this happening to themselves,

the snoWball starts rolling. Very soon indeed the students are

learning with something approaching perfection and with a very high

degree of average retention. Many students in f.. It have a nearly

perfect memory for the classroom material in the LozailOv method.

15
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11. PRELIMINARY PREPARAT10N

A. Suggestive Positive Atmosphere.

By his authoritative manner, bearing and words, the instructor

establishes a positive suggestive atmosphere that learning mill be easy

and that the students are going to learn faster and more efficiently

than they have before. The instructor definitely does not suggest that

the students will learn perfectly and with no effort. The emphasis is

on learning more easily, more efficiently and more pleasantly than the

students have in the past.

The concept of positive atmosphere can range from unpleasant to

happy in the minds Of the students. The school classroom mUst be more

pleasant than the students' alternatives. What may be unpleasant to

the teacher may be the students' pleasure. Their acceptance of the

classroom situation is necessary, Thus they can learn.in an unpleasant

situation if they have something more negative for comparison.

The suggestive positive atmosphere is designed to utilize what

Lozanov (1971) calls the non-specific mental reactivity (n.m.r.) of

the mind. This taps the so-called 90% unused capacity of the ndnd.

Normally people utilize approximately only 10% of their total mental

capacity. The suggestive positive atmosphere, among other things, taps

this non-specific mental reactivity, so that the Lozanovmethod utilizes

something close to 100% of the person's total mental capacities in the

accelerated learning. There are two major aspects to utilizing the.

nonspecific mental reactivity. First are the authoritativeness of the

instructor and the infantilization of the students. Secondly, minor

contributing factors are the double planeness of the instructor (to be

explained later), the intonation of the instructor's voice, the rhythm

16
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of his speaking, and a pseudopassivity (to be explained later) of the

students.

The authoritativeness and the prestige of the instructor insure

that what he says vill be taken as suggestions and will be acted upon

by students. When students behave in a childlike, but not childish,

fashion they are infantilized. In this state acting as eager to learn

and very capable of learning, they take the instructor's suggestions

more effectively than otherwise and they do indeed learn easily.

Double planeness refers to the fact that communication has both

verbal and nonverbal aspects. For example, Fast (1971) pointed out

that how an instructor says his didactic material is as important as

what he says for instructive purposes. Lozanov (1971) states that this

double plane aspect needs to be harmonized: the verbal and nonverbal

message must be the same. The instructor needs to be sincerely and

enthusiastically involved in his material. The message that he says

nonverbally with his intonation and gestures should coincide with what

he says verbally. Considerable training of the instructor is needed to

insure that the instructor is wholeheartedly enthusiastic and positive,

and omits negative suggestions in both his words and his behavior with

students. Davis (1971) wrote a book that can be very useful in training

teachers in such nonverbal communication.

Intonation by the instructor in his speaking also is quite

important. The instructor typically varies his presentation of alternate

sentences as follows. The first sentence or phrase is spoken with a

normal tons of voice, then the next sentence may be spoken in a whisper

and the third sentence may be stated in a bold, declarative fashion.

This dynamic variation of intonation helps to get and keep the students'

17
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attention. They absorb the information in a continuous faahion with

their attention held this way. In addition, the instructor can also

vary his rate of presentation such that sometimes he would be speaking

moderately, sometimes slowly, sometimes fast, sometimes pausing, and

other times going at a rapid rate.. This variation also insures keeping

the students' attention.

The instructor alto speaks with a definite rhythm or cadence at

certain times in the presentation of the material. This will be

covered under the material presentation section, but simply the instrIctor

presents words and phrases while synchronizing his presentation with

the students' breathing and background music. This rhythm enhances the

suggestive atmosphere effect during the passive presentation phase.

A passive state of mind definitely enhances suggestion and its

effecIA (Galbraith, at al, 1970: Engstrom, et al, 1970). Several lines

of research have shown that when students have their minds in a calm,

medltative state that their learning is enhanced considerably (Lozanov,

1971; 'midfield, 1972). This passivity of the students enhances also

the total effect of the suggestive atmosphere of theolassroom.

Several techniques and devices are used to establish this suggestive

positive atmosphere. Thse are presented below.

1. pesuggestive Eerriers Circumvention. According to Lozanov

(1971) there are three types of barriers against the easy and efficient

learning in this method. First there is a critical-logical barrier

whereby a person saym something to the effect, "All this speed learning

business is nonsense. I have never learned fast and easily in my life,

so why should I now?" Each person in our society or culture on the

basis of previous experience has established for himself or herself a

18



norm or average for learning ability. This personalized norm is based

on past learning experience whevreby the person has gotten a C or an A in

a course. Originally these barriers had been induced by parents and

teachers. For instance, in the classroom the teadher might.look at a

student's paper and say, 1"What a worthless paper!" This negative comment

is accepted at face value by the student in one of the lower elementary

grades and is the start of a long chain of learning invalidation. Or a

student could have been extremely well prepared in a sdbject on the

basis of previous interest by his parents and have known the material

previously. Thus a teacher might not believe that a student could

score extremely highly on a given test and state something to the effect,

"No one in my class has ever done this well before in this test; you

must have been cheating." Thus again the student would accept somebody

else's evaluation about his own personal learning ability, and in this

case not try to learn. The motivation for learning and in particular

learning for this teadher would be zero. The instructor counters this

type of desuggestive barrier by implying that the student will be

successful with this method and that the instructor wants him to learn

easily and vell. Thus the instructor has to counter this mith a well-

mishing, sUccess-instruction of this type, "You will find out soon in

this course that yuit can learn much more quickly and much more easily

than you have in any course in the past. While you may not believe me

at the moment you will shortly because we will have some ungraded tests

to show you that I knoicwhat I am talking about. As a result you mill

find that your learning ability is indeed much higher than you currently

think possible. But wait and see." The instructor states this vith a

firm, but authoritative manner without any hint of deception. What he
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just said indeed has happened before in the past.

A second desuggastive barrier is that of the intuitive-emotional

barrier. Here the student rejects suggestions that affect his security

and confidence in his learning ability. In the past the student has

run into considerable authoritative negativism on the part of parents

and instructors to the effect that he or she was stupid, that he-couldn't

learn. As a resUlt the student has accepted this low evaluation of

his or her learning and since has been insecure and diffident about his

learning ability.

This type of desuggestive barrier can be countered with suggestions

about understanding the problem and by shoving confidence in the

student's ability. The instructor may say the following, "Id the peat

you may have been concerned about your learning ability. This is very

common, and as a matter of fact, prevalent throughout our aociety. The

basis is your previous interactions with your teachers and parents.

However, in this course you are going to find that learning will be

easy and that you can learn with fun. After i short period of time

you'll develop a considerable confidence in your Ability to learn easily.

Just wait and see. Shortlyyou will understand what I'm saying and you

will develop confidence in what I am saying."

The third barrier has to do with the ethics and morals of learning.

A typical desuggestion is, "Learning is hard work." In other words,

learning can't be this easy. Here the student has to accept the fact

that he can learn much easier than before, perhaps with as little as

one-tenth of his previous effort. It is important in dealing with this

desuggestion on learning ability that the instructor not imply that no
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effort is involved, but merely that the effort involved will be pleasant,

easy and resUlt in considerably better learning than previously With the

same amount of effort.

A suggestion to counter this partiedlar desuggestive barrier is as

follows. "In theTast many of you have felt that learning is hard

work,-drudgery-and a bore. Here in this course you will have to work

but you mill find that lea7ing..is easy for the effort that you are

putting in. You will learn very efficiently for the amount of effsrt

that yoUillake."

These suggestions to counter these barriers must.cope with all

three of the above desuggestive barriers, the critical-logical barrier,

the intuitive-emotional barrier, and the ethical, moralistic barrier.

An additional way to overcome them is that at least one hundred words

and perhaps two hundred words or phrases are needed per session to over-

come the barriers. The desuggestive barriers are simply-flooded as the

Audent finds out in the first session that he is learning much more

than he ever has before in his life. Once this occurs, a snowball

effect happens: At the first session the student will be learning more

easily-than before but not close to perfection. During the second and

ensuing sessions, the students on the average find that they can learn

the material with .close to 100% retention. This is the snoWball effect

in operation.

A psychological set-up must be used such that the students get a

goal image of themselves learning with a pleasing effect. A way of

suggesting this is as folloWt "Close your eyes and wiggle yourself in

your seat. (Pause) Now set a goal for yourself that learning is fun.
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(Police) Imagine yourself learning easily and pleasantly. (Pause)

Feel how much fun this is. (Pause) Now take a look haw your throat

and mouth feel during this pleasant learning. (Pause) Naw examine how

your stomach would feel during this pleasant learning. (Pause) Naw

take a look at your thoughts aboUt how much fun this is. (Pause) Now

keep this pleasant image of how much fun learning is as a goal in your

mind. (Pause) Get ready to learn this material today in the same way."

2. Suggestions to Try Hard. A permissivemotivational approach:

used by Barber (1969) helps to motivate the students and to lead them

to expect that they will be successful. An escape clause is utilized

here for the occasional student who does not follow directions and who

is not successful at first try. A sample set of suggestions follow,

"Try your best to learn and memorize this material to the maximum extent

that yoU can. Students before you have tried juit like this, thought

it was easy, and learned suprisingly well. So yau.can also. Occasionally

however, I have had a student who thought this procedure was nonsense.

Consequently he didn't try to go along with following the directions and

didn't try as hard as he could. But when I have worked with such

students individUa4y and gone over the directions and suggestions again,

then even these students who didn't do well at first found it was

surprisingly easy and were successful the second time around. So what

I ask at this paint is your wholehearted cooperation in trying to follow

these suggestions and directions as best you can. Thus you will be

successful, everybody will be happy, and we will all succeed."

3. Control Quiz EXpectation. Students simply do better when they

know that they will be tested or checked on the material they are about
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to learn. Accordingly students should be told at the start that there

mill be control or check quizzes often to verify their progress. However,

some students show test anxiety and become quite apprehensive and shut

down their learning ability when they know they will be tested.

Accordingly, it is important to do two things. 1. let students know

that their progress mill be checked, and 2. let students know that this

checking mill not be graded so they need not be apprehensive. Students

should be told about this as follows, "There are going to be a number

of control quizzes to check how well you are doing. .These mill happen

every other session. However, the purpose of these quizzes is much

different than is usually done in class. The only purpose of these

quizzes is to show you how well you are doing. The quizzes mill not be

graded, and I mill not even see them unless you ask me. Thus you mill

take the quiz and I will go ove the right answers with you while you

score your own papers. You mill be surprised at how well you are doing,

but you have no need whatsoever to be concerned that you are going to

be graded down for having missed sone questions. Therefore do your

best and enjoy the challenge of the quizzes. Have no concern about

your grade on these quizzes; there is no grading of them."

The students should be informed that the grade for the course mill

come from announced exams and their performance in the final class play.

These exams then should be given at a few times during the course, or

possibly comprehensive exams can be given just at the end of the course.

Lozanov (1971) suggests that exams for grading purposes be given only

at the end of the course. He gives several types of tests for this

purpose, the final class psychodrama or play in which all students

participate, a short comprehensive test in which all verb tenses are
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utilized and the students have to write short sentences as answers,

oral comprehension tests wherein students have to answer orally and a

second oral comprehension test wtere students have to write answers to

spoken test questions. Occasionally a vocabulary test is given, wherein

students have to write a definition of words, phrases, and sentences.

B. Student Preparation.

The students prepare themselves under the instructor's directions

in several ways prior to being exposed to the day's didactic material.

The students are given a set of physical relaxation exercises, then a

mind calming exercise, and finally an early pleasant learning exercise.

These are discussed in turn below.

1. Physical Relaxation. Relaxation training is particularly

important in the Lozanov method. Before the students can learn the

lesson material efficiently, they need to have their minds calm. Before

they can calm their minds they need to be relaxed physically. Thus the

Emphasis here is on muscle tensing and immediate relaxing rather than

strenuous exercise. Research by Chaney and Andreasen (1972) showed that

when students are taught physical relaxation to control muscular tension,

they performed significantly better on a recall test of random numbers

than did a control group without prior relaxation training. This is

particularly important with anxious, tense, or hyperactive children.

Wilson and Wilson (1970) reported that relaxation training was effective

only for highly anxious subjects in helping them to learn a paired

associate word task.

Sometimes the students need to be convinced or "sold" on the

desirability of these physical exercises. Here is a workable approach,

Nhat does a cat do when it wakos up? (Pause) What about you, how do
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you react to sitting still for a long time? (Pause) How would you get

your blood to circulating if you wanted to feel all parts of your body?!,

Typical physical exercises include bend-overs, whole body tension,

'wave of tension and relaxation, turtle exercises, side bends, ard,deep

breathing. These are given in detail below. About five minutes of

physical exercises are recommended.

Hend-overs are a mild physical exercise wherein the students are

requested to stand up, bend over, and try to touch their toes. If

students are unable to touch their toes, ask that they come as close

as possible to touching their toes. For those students who can do this

easily ask them to put their hamis flat on their feat, keeping their

legs straight, or actually put the palms of their hands on the flOor.

Have students do this three times; this is sufficient. Once students

have been through this process, doing bend-overs three times takes

approximately-15 seconds.

Whole body tension is a second short exercise. Students are

requested to stand, put their hands down in front of them, and tense

their entire body. As they tense the entire body, pull their hands

from in front out to the sides while maintaining this tension. Their

hands and arms are returned to the front position as tension is

released. This is repeated three times. This procese occupies approxi-

metely 10 seconds,for three trials once the studenti are familiar with

it.

The wave of tension and relaxation is done as follows. Students

are asked to stand, to tense their feet and progressively move upwards

with a wave of tension. Students are asked to tense their feet as hard
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they can, hold that tension; tense their calf mUscles as hard as they

can, hold that tension as well as the tension in the feet; tense their

thighs as hard is they' can, hold that as well as'keeping the lOwer,part

of their body tensed. Then tense their hips, keep their legs tensed

All over; tense their abdomen4.hold it; tense their midriff, hold it;

tense their lower back, hold and maintain this tension; tense their

hands, and hold; tense their forearms., hold; their upper arms, and

hold; tense their shoulders; now their entire body from necilf down

should be tensed as hard as it can. Then tense the left of the neck,

the back of the neck, the right of the neck, the throat, jawS, and head.

The entire body is now in a state of considerable tension. Thia process,

once the students have become familiar with it, takes about five seConds.

The tension is peaked as hard as possible ;Or a second or two and then

a wave of relaxation starts down the body in reverse order. The head is

relaxed, but keeping the body from the neck down tensed, then the

shoulders relaxed but keeping the bottom part of the body tensed, and

so on until the entire body is relaxed. After a second or two, the

wave of tension starts up again and three cycles of this wave of

tension and relaxation are gone through. This whole process takes about

15.,20 seconds once students are familiar with it.

There are three types of turtle exercises. The first turtle

exercise has been labelled by students the. "ugly contest." In this

first turtle exercise the left of the throat is tensed, then the right

aide of the throat, then the center part of the throat. These are ail

tensed ewluentially as hard as possible. This is repeated three times.

In the process the students will make various grimaces and hence the
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mane 'ugly contest." This exercise takes five seconds.

The second part of the turtle exercise is that the neck and head

are dropped to the chest as relaxedly as possible. Then the neck is

tensed hard and pulled up under tension to a vertical position, and

then dropped down in a relaxed manner again. This dropping while

relaxed and pulling up under tension like a turtle pulling his head

into his shell is repeated three times. This process takes about ten

seconds once the students are familiar with it.

The third part of the turtle exercise also has the student pre-

tending to be a turtle pulling hie or her neck into the shell. A

moderate amount of tension is maintained in the neck while the student

rotates the neck first clockwise three times maintaining the tension,

and then throe times counterclockwise yet maintaining the tension. Then

the neck is rotated once or twice in both directions without tension to

dissipate any muscular tension. This process also takes 15-20 seconds

once the students are familiar with it.

Diagonsl stretching is often called the "apple picking" or fruit

picking exercise by students. For this a person starts by stretching

his left hiwd as high as_possible as if he or she mere reaching to

pick an apple off a tree, and raising his or her right leg off the

floor to facilitate the stretching. The muscles diagonally used for

this exercise are tensed as tightly as possible. Then students relax

briefly and repeat this, reaching the right arm as high as possible to

pick a second apple off the tree. Again the diagonal muscles used in

this phase of the exercise are tensed as hard as possible. This is

repeated three times in each direction, and the whole exercise once
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students are familiar with it takes 10.45 seconds. Students vie with

each other for What they are going to pick off the trees. After

etudents have hid enough of picking apples or peadhes somebody gets the

bright idea of picking money off the tree; ao it's a money tree. One

student wantedto pick carrots, so the clsils that day picked carrots

off the tree, stretching as high as possible on the third go-around to

get the carrot at the very top of the tree.

For side bends the students stand erect and nov move as far down

sideways as they can in the plane of body. The left hand mill move

down to the person's left knee, slightly above, or below it for the

more limber person. The right hand can be extended as desired up over

the top of the head as the head is also moved down on the left side as
- ..

far as possible. Then this repeated with maximal stretching down to the

right side. The entire exercise is repeated three times. Once the

students are familiar with the exercise, it takes 13,20 seconds to

complete.

Deep breathing is done dicey to some suggested count such as four

seconds per phase, inhalation fov four seconds, four seconds for holding

one's breath and another four seconds for wthiling. This count maybe

extended to 6.6-6 or even an 8-8-8 pattern as desired once students

become proficient. This is an excellent exercise to conclude the

physical exercise section and is a natural lead-in to the mind-calming

exercises. The breathing itself is done very deeply. The students are

instructed to breathe in to the maximum extent possible and to take in

a little bit more at the fullest extent. Similarly on ethaling, students

are asked to force All the air out and then to exhale with a little

force to make sure all air gets out. This exercise may take 20-30
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seconds.

About three to five minutes at the start of each class session

should be spent going over physical exercises as above. Not all of

these exercises need be used in any particular class session; variety is

desirable. The instructor may wish to add other exercises that can be

done standing or sitting. TWo excellent references for such physical

Yoga exercises are Devi (1968) and Taimni (1961).

2. Mind Cilming. There are several types of mind calming

exercises that can be used to quiet students' minds after they have

relaxed physically. These are the matching one's-breathing, the little

white cloud exercise or climbing a mountain. These are discussed in

detail below.

The students may need to be shown the desirability of the

preliminary mind-calming. Here is a possible patter, KCalming your

mind is not easy to do at first. But you see it done on TV to get you.

to alt very still before a commercial. Are you relaxed before a

commercial comes on? (Pause) If you are excited or talking to some-

one do you remember the commercial?"

The white cloud exercise starts this way: "Imagine that you are

lying on your back on the grass on a warm summer day, and that you are

watching the clear blue sky without a single cloud in.it (pause). You

are lying there very comfortably, very relaxed, quite happy with your-

self (pause). You simply are enjoying the beauty of watching the clear,

beautiful, bliie sky (pause). As you are lying there completely relaxed,

enjoying yourself (pause) way off on the horizon you note a tiny white

cloud (p4use). You are fascinated by the simpae beauty of the small
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white cloud against the clear blue sky background (pause). The little

white cloud starts to move slowly towards you (pause). You are lying

there completely relaxed, very much at peace with yourself, watching

the little white cloud drift slowly toward You (pause). The little

white cloud drifts slowly toward you (pause). ComPletely relaxed and

at peace with yourself, you watch the little white cloud slowly come

toward you :(pause). You are enjoying the beauty of the clear blue sky

and the tiny white cloud (pause). Finally the little White cloud comes

to a stop overhead (pause). Completely relaxed, you are enjoying this

beautiful scene (pause). You are very relaxed, very much at home with

yourself, and simply enjoyingthe,beauty of the little white cloud in

the blue sky (pause). Now become the little white cloud. Project

yourself into it (pause). You are the little white cloud, completely

diffused, puffy, relaxed, very much at home with yourself (pause). Now

you are completely relaxed, your mind is completely calm (pause), you

are pleasantly relaxed, ready to proceed with the lesson (pause)."

This exercise takes approximately three to five minutes, depending

on how much verbal material the instructor supplies, the number of

pauses and the speaking rate. At the end of this time, the students will

be very relaxed. It is easy to see which students if any, have not

followed you because they will be restless. This exercise is character-

ized at_the end by a very tranquil but alert mental state wherein

students are neither anxious nor sleepy.

Watching one s breathing is another mind-calming exercise that also

goes by the name nen breathing." As a preliminary for this exerdise,

students are requested to sit up in their chairs, put their feet flat on
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the floor, and rest their arms comfortably at their sides or in their

laps. They are going to be sitting still for five minutes so they might

as well get comfortable to start with. These three simple rules go

with this exercise:

1. Watch your breathing. As you inhale, silently say, "in" to

yourself, and as you exhale, say "out" silently to yourself. Do not

move your lips or mumble the words.

2. Don't control your breathing, just watch it. If your breath-

ing wants to go fast, let it; if your breathing wants to go slow, let

it. The essence of this is simply to watch one's breathing rather than

controlling.it.

3. When your attention wanders, gentiv bring your attention back

to watching your breathing.

The idea here is to recognize and ackrowledge the fact that people

will not be able to keep their attention focused on their breathing

for five minutes, and their attention w111 finally wander. However, the

emphasis is on gently bringing one's attention back, rather than getting

irritated, mad at oneself, or frustrated that one has become distracted

from watching his or her breathing. This exercise typically takes five

minutes although it can be done for shorter periods of time once

students get familiar with it, and yet achieve the same results.

The mountain top sunrise is another mind-calming exercise.

Typical instructions for this experience are as follows. "Imagine

you are climbing a hill or mountain; you are near the top and it is

just before dawn (pause). You are walking easily towards the top of

the mountain and enjoying the scenery. (Pause) You ara walking through
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a forest and about to come out to a clearing on top. (Pause) This is

beautiful scenery around you and a beautiful view is about to unfold.

(Pause) You are walking along quite easily just about at the top now,

quite relaxed and comfortable. (Pause) The dawn is about to break on a

pretty day. (Pause) Now you reach the top of the hill or mountain and

you see as you reach the top, the sun is just coming up. (Pause) You

look down and see the first rays of the sun hitting the valley. It is a

beautiful, peaceful sight before you. (Pause) Now at the top of the

mountain, you relax and enjoy yourself and really appreciate the

beautiful view in front of you. (Pause) It's a very calm, beautiful

scene; the sun is shining now brilliantly into the valley. (Pause)

Although much of the valley is yet in shadow, it is beautifully

illuminated. It is a very pretty scene. (Pause) Drink in the beauty

of this scene. Enjoy it to the maximum. (Pause) Now get ready to

learn the material for today with this same calm, peaceful feeling.

(Pause)"

This exercise takes three to five minutes, and can be integrated

with peaceful background music very effectively.

A variation of the above would be to use one's imagination to

visualize being at a beautiful lake setting or again a beautiful

pastoral woodsy scene can be imagined. Yet another type of alternative

would be to imagine a beautiful masterwork of art painting, or sculpture.

Let the person fill in the details in his or her imagination as they

feel desirable.

3. Early Pleasant Learning Restimulation. The purpose of this

exercise is to restimulate or bring into the present the sensations,
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feelings and abilities that students had much earlier-in their lives

when associated with an early pleasant learning experience. This

restimulation or redintegration is a situation whereby a person now has

the perceptions of a long forgotten or half4orgotten previous situation,

Once these memories are restimtlated, the students are requested to hang

onto these feelings and abilities, and learn their new material in the

ammo way.

Typical instructions follow a Gestalt pattern (Perls et al, 1951).

By focusing first on the non-verbal components of the previous situation,

the verbal and cognitive aspects of the same situation come flooding

back shortly. A sevence of instructions to do just this follows, "Pick

some early pleasant learning situation, some time in your life pre-

viously when you were learning something that you realized you liked and

you really enjoyed it. This may be as early as several years of age

When your mother was reading to you or it might be as recently as

reading your best liked fiction story only a year ago. Eberybody got

one? (If not, wait.) Be back there again and find yourself enjoying

learning. Think about where you were. (Pause) Was anyone with you?

(Pause) What was your attitude or how did you feel about what you were

reading or learning? (Pause) Now take a look at yourself in this

learning situation and hovryour mouth and throat felt. (Pause) Recall

now holey-our stomach felt. (Pause) Reoall how your whole body felt.

(Pause) Take a lof* at hovryour head felt. (Pause) Now think about

the thoughts you were thinking. (Pause) Take a look at the eager

feelings you had,about learning and reading. (Pause) Maximize that

feeling of being eager to learn vhat was happening in the story, liking
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the reading. (Pause) Maximize that feeling, hang onto it, and learn

the material you are about to hear in exactly the same way. Retain

that eagerness to learn and top memory skill."

This exercise takes about three to five minutes. It can be .

shortened a little once students are familiar with their selected

learring situation.

Similar topics could be developed Along the themes of any pleasant

situation about learning, regardless of topic, as long as it was

pleasant and the student was learning. The idea is to develop a

positive attitude and a positive feeling toward learning. Make sure

the students know that at least once in their life learning was fun.

C. lesson Plans.

Each lesson is designed to give the student a comprehensive grasp

of a single theme. This is done in a varied, progressive Style as

described below.

14 Ob ectives. There are two objectives for each lesson. First,

students are expected to be able to understand the oral and mritten

material presented to them, and thpy mill be able to use this same

material, that is, modify, paraphrase it both orally and in mriting.

,The second objective is to motivate the stUdent to want to /earn

the material 10,Y Presenting it in an integrated and interesting fashion.

Fer instance, what is more important to a student than his or her name?

In the first typical language session, students are given fake or

fictitious names and biographies and they practice using these. Thus

the students are hooked at the very first on something that is very

important to them motivationally, their names.
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2. Style. The style in litliCh the lessons are conducted Also

varies. For exanple, in learning a language, the first five lessons are

presented completely orally by Lozanov (1971) Mithout any accompanying

written materials. The emphasis thus is initially on Oral understanding

and comprehension. It is with a great deal of ceremony that in the sixth

lesson the students are introduced to the written phase of the lessons.

They are given a text book with a flourish and a ceremony; their text-

book is wrapped with a bow around it, signifying its importance to help

them learn from then on.

Other variations in style are possible. With the aid of local

participating merchants, it is possible for students learning to speak

Spanish to spend an evening in a Spanish bar, 'there they have to inter-,.

act with each other in Spanish, but they must have to interact with

the bartender and other customers in Spanish, of course by prearrange-

ment. Latin American background music also facilitates thist Or, a

cooperating storeowner may stock his materials with Spanish labels and

-talk with the students as customers in Spanish. This again motld serve

to drive home the importance of being able to order food and (what4s

more important?) in Spanish.

3. Onit content. The lessons of the basic language course are

organized mith one general theme for each lesson that may run two-to4our

hours each but may be Spread over several days. For inttance the first

lesson is organized around the theme of fictitious names and biographies

for the students. A student is given this name, the material is

presented to him or her in both the native and the target foreign

languages in two presentations, active and passive. Thus the first
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lessowis taken up entirely with the learning of naMes and biographies.

The second lesson could be on food with several variations or aspects

as discussed above. Then sdbsequent lessons could be on =Oh overall

integrated topics'as the classroom and learning, education; transportation,

cars, highways, buses, traffic; travelling going to a motel, hotel,

using trains, airplanes, other modes of transportation; then tourism,

going to a tourist site in a city; visiting a farm learning names of

buildings, crops, equipment, tool* going to an industry, learning what

goes on in a factory for producing computers, radios or tires, the last

lesson of ten typically is the final class play or psychodraMi. Here

the students have to consider What they have learned in previous lessons,

put it all together by writing a play, direct the play and take parts in

it to summarize what they have learned in the course.

4. Mhsic List. Here is a list of music records that me have used.

1. The Sounds of India. Performed by
Ravi Shankar,
Columbia Cl 2496.

2. Bach - The Goldberg Variations. Performed
Martin Galling, Harpsichord.
Monaural TV 4015.

bY

3. Tchaikovsky - The Fairy a Kiss.
ColuMbia, ML 6203.

4. Stravinsky - The Rites of Spring. Performed by
HUbert Lows
CTI Records, CTI 6012.

Telemann - Fantasias For Harpsichord.
NO. 5 13 to 24 (French) Dover Publications.
HCR 5236.

6. Telemann - Fantasias For Harpsichord.
NO. 25 to 36 (Italian) Dover Publications.
HCR 5237.
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7. The Classical Brazilian Guitar. Performed by

Maria Livia, Sao Marco
Everett 3245.

8, Masters of the.French Baroque
Austrian Tonkuenstler Orchestra, Vienna.
Biedermaier Chamber Ensemble.
Lee Schaenen, Conductor.
MUsical Heritage Society Series
MHS 655.

9. George F. Handel, 4 Trio Sonatas.
Maxence,Larriew Instrumental Ensemble
Mhsical Heritage Society Series,
MHS 656.

10. Barpque Mhsic for Duo Guitar.
Dto Company - Paolini.
TVS - 34341.

11. Bach Goldberg Variations. Performed by
Anthony Newman, Harpsichord.
Columbia, M 30538.

12. Brandenberg Concerti (complete). Bach
Violin Concerti CE Major)
Mhinz ChaMber Orchestra.
Ghnther Kehr, Conductor.
SVBX 567.

13. The Golden Age of Baroque.
Alshire Records, 55094.
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PRESENTAMN OF 4ATERTAL
.1"

The instructor originates and maintaiMS a positive suggestive.-

atmosphere about the students' expected learning. Negative comments

to derogate or ran down the students' learning ability are not tolerated

nor are they implied in the instructor's speaking nor by his mannerisms

at a non-verbal level. Instead it is pointed out to students that

they have unconsciously curtailed their own learning abilities from the

high learning abilities they once had in childhood to their current

"normal" levels. This positive expeetive atmosphere desuggests the

barriers that people have set on their learning skills and suggests

positively that theywdll learn this lrial better and more easily than

they have in the recent past.

The instructor typically reviews previous material and then

proceeds to present the new material twice. The first time the instructor

presents the material in a fascinating and artistic fashion. He uses

dynamic, dramatic swings of intonation and emphasis from an occasional

shouting declamation to quiet whispering at times, but always authorita.

tively. There is a certain rhythm or cadence for the educational

stimuli. Students are requested to project themselves into the material

and to perceive it in every way as completely as possible. The material

itself is an integrated lesson plan such as ordering meals in a rest-

aurant. For the second presentation the instructor simply repeats the

material quietly while the students listen passively but alertly and

focusing on both the accompanying mueic_and the verbal material. The

students are instructed to listen_to the material quietly and-yet

relaxedly. They are also instructed visually to re-enact the material
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in their imagination as they hear it with their eyes closed.

A. Review.

The previous lesson material is reviewed in a different style

than originally presented in the previous session and may be dme in

several steps. For instance, on the first day students have been given

new names and biographies in the target language to be learned. During

this review session they have to talk actively with each other, giving

their names and backgrounds. The instructor also may simply review the

main points of the previous day's lesson as a typical lecturer would

summarize his material. The previous situation may be repeated in

dialogme form or the students can make up short sketches or plays in

which the previous lesson's material is used in the same or new

situations. For this purpose students may have any-written materials

from the previous less= in front of them for use as necessary. Part-

icularly near the start of the course students may need some printed

materials to use for their review in class. Anywhere from two to four

or six students may take part in these sketches. At the ena of the

course all students will have written a long play which summarizes their

material and in which all students will take part.

In general, rigid structural exercises which have the student

repeat material in a fixed fashion and mechanical, parrot-like repetition

of the words and sentences are excluded in this method. These are not

considered very inspiring, and the learning process should be considered

an enthusiastic, creative process. The emotion'is more important than

the exercises-themselves.

An excellent question arises at this point in view of the pervasive,
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pcisitive, suggestive atmosphere. How does the instructor correct

errors? The answer is that they do correct errors perhaps by suggesting

in a mild tone of voice the correct use of a classroom exercise. Many

errors are simply ignored and glossed over; thus the instructor may

utilize the correct material immediately in a different way. Thus the

student knows the correct way to say something but is not embarrassed

by having to say it aloud himself or by having his error pointed out to

him and the rest of the group. In addition the control quizzes catch

and control and correct student mistakes. These quizzes are corrected

or graded by the students themselves, and the teacher does not look at

these unless requested. So the students in general detect and correct

their own errors as part of evaluating and verifying their progress.

B. Active Phase.

The instructor presents the new material to be learned in two

phases, first an active phase and then a passive phase. For the active

phase, the teacher, presents material which is of general interest to

the students in an enthusiastic, dramatic style along with suggested

imagery and instructions to experience the material maximally.

1. Dynamic Style of Teaching. For instance, the instructor may

say one word or sentence in a normal, but calm and authoritative tone

of voice. Then the next phase may be whispered and the next shouted in

a loud declarative tone of voice.

An example of this dynamic style is this. In Spanish class the

instructor would give this vocabulary sequence as follows, first in a

normal tone of voice, "Hijo (EE-hoh) - son - hijo." The next language

triad after a pause would be whispered softly but clearly, "Madre
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(MAN-dray) - mother - madre.". -Than for the third member of this dynamic

trio, the instructor would aay in a very loud voice, "Padre (PAH-dray) -

father - padre."

A conversational example of this dynamic style follows. In

Spanish class, the instructor would present a triad first in a normal

voice. A triad is the grouping of three sentences tied together by a

thematic thread, e.g.

poallish English

1. Buenos dias, Don .CaOlos. Good morning, Don Carlos.

- 2. Buenos dies, iC6Mo le va? Good morning, how are you?

3. Mny bien, gracias. Very well, thank you.

The theme is "greeting," and the content is useful in daily life,

with sense of immediacY.

The teacher utters sentence #1 in a normal tone of voice, in a loud

declarative style, and in a whispering manner. Sentences #2 and 3

also receive the same presontatiOn treatment.

The instructor durini pauses in tbe triad should actively be

thinking (projecting) the words or he maybe whispering them in a

'continuing fashion after he just finished the triad. Nevertheless, the

pause is sufficiently long to separate each triad from the next in both

the instructor's and the students' minds.

The instructor also varies his style it a second fashion. The

instructor presents the material rhythmically, but he can also vary the

rhythm or the rate of presentation. For instance he may speak sloWly

and caltly as the occasion dictates, moderately appropriately, or he

may vary his pace of presentation so that it is hurried or fast, again
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keyed to the material itself.

The third factor in dynamic presentation phase by the instructor

is that the instructor may use many gestures or facial expressions

pantomimed to get adross the idea he is trying to teach. The more

active and the more dramatic this is the more likely it is that the

students will learn and retain the material for a long period of time.

2. 1Magery and Association Instructions. The instructor may

provide ready-made images or ask students to make up images to associate

words and concepts. This is particularly useftl in learning new

vi-evabulary words. A very effective scheme is the two step process

advocated by Atkinson (1975). Here the inatructor first provides

students with an accoustic link which sounds like the accented syllable

of a new-word and secondly provides a visual image which is to be

associated with this accoustic link. This image in turn is ',.;hen

.associated with the corresponding new word and its common language

synonym, its common meaning. An ex:simple of this would be as follows,

Widdershins (W1D - er - shins) - counterclockwise - widdershins."

The key-word iiLsowidow" for the accented syllable MWID". Visualise in

your mind a widow dressed in black going round and round in counter-

clockwise circlet wseping. The acoustic link in this case is the word

"widow" which sounds like "yid", the accented syllable in the wurd,

widdershins. The suggested visual image is tbe widow's goiLg in counter-

clockwise circles. Being a widow is somewhat unusual, but the emp't,sis

visualy is on the counterclockwise Circling.

For most successful retention, these key words and their associated

images need to be worked out ahead of tine borthe instructor.
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Instructions for students to make such associations by themselves sre

quite effective, but many times theywill not be able spontaneously to

:conjure up a key-word or image to associate with the word,to be

learn. e', Thus it is better usually if the instructOr suggests the key

word and anclociated image. Tho instructor should be careful to pick a

key-word and visual image that have a common meaning also to the

students rather than a unique or idiosyncratic meaning for the instructor

himself. OccAsionally a student has his or her own style of making

associative images; they:should be encouraged to contimde to use their

own method rather than the instructor's, particularly if interference is

present

The use of imagery and association instructions in language learning

is very well docuMented and is widely used (Day, 1971; Aiken, 1971).

Memory experts use similar imagery and associations to account for their

large memory. While this type of imagery or association is used some-

times appropriately in the Losanovmethod, the Lozanov method achieves

its learning effectiveness with many:other techniques as well.

Here is an example of this imagery used to remember people's

names. For instance if you met somebody with the name "Schuster!" you

coulddo this. tistort the person's image so that you see him with big

feet and big Owes. Then you picture this person in your mind taking

his big shoes to a Shoe repairman and say., "Mr. Schuster, fix my shoes.'

3. Senciory Vrperieneing Instructions. Instructions to the

students to experience the materiel not only visually and auditorally,

but as fully as possible with all modalities are important. Research

(Schuster, 1973) has documented that instructions to experience the
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material as fully'as possible, to hear the words, to see them, to feel

them, to taste them, to experience them as fully as possible accounted

for superior learning of rare English words. lozinov accordingly

wants students to be in a fully alert, perceptive state; the instructor

tries to stimulate all the students' senses,4is magy as possible.

Here is an example of this type of instruction, "Experience the

words fully, see them, hear them. Project yourself into the words, be

them, imagine them, taste them, feel them. Experience the words as

fully as you can."

C. Passive Concert-Like 'Phase.

Lozano., (1971) calls this "pseudo-concert passivity." This is a

state of mind similar to the one wherein the student would be going to

one of his or her favorite music concerts, expecting to be both

stimulated as well as pleasantly entertained by the forthcoming concert.

The students get themselves into this passive expectant concert-like

state of mind prior to a second presentation of the material. The

instructor for this passive concert-like phase speaks in a.normal

authoritative tone of voice and does not use his previous dynamic style

from the active phase. The didactic material for this repetition is

synchronized vith the students' breathing and the material to be

presented in turn is orchestrated with music in the background. These

aspects are described below. Research by Bordon ani Schuster (1975)

has demonstrated the advantages of using synchronized breathing and

music this way. Refer to the Results section of this manual.

A mind calming exercise is given first for a few minutes to have

the students calm dowm their minds after the active presentation phase

given by the instructor previously. One of the previous exercises may
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be utilized at this point such as watching one's breathing.

The teacher may approach the students this way for the initial

presentation, uDo you remember TV commercials and their music? (Pause)

There's always background music, why? (Pause) How many times do you

heal the name of the product in one commerical? (Pause)- How many times

do you hear that commercial? (Pause) We're going to use these same

commercial ideas here in class. We're going to go over today's

material again in a different way, and with music, just like the commercials."

BEsathing Synchronized uith Material. The instructor asks the

students to synchronize their breathing with his preseniation of the

material. The instructor typically employs a 2-4-2 count for the

breathing. That is, the students inhale for a count of two, hold their

breath for a count of four while the instructor presents the material,

then the students exhale for a count of two, and the cycle repeats.

An example is, "Breathe in (1-2), 'Casa (KAH-sah) - house - case

(1-4), breathe out (1-2)."

2. Material Orchestrated with Music. The instructor also orchest-

rates his material with the rhythm of background music. He paces his

delivery-to fit the rhythm of the music. Calm, soothing music is

selected that is well known to the instructor. The instructor adapts

Lis presentation rate to agree with the rhythm of the music. Maio is

aelected vdth a rhythm of about 60 beats per minute or about one beat

per second. Typical music here could be a selection such as Bachls

Goldberg Variations or Ravelle's Pavane. Refer to the Maio List under-

Lesson Plans for other possibilities. There are yet frequent pauses

in the presentation of the didactic material as the students must breathe.
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During this phase, the students are requested to think of the images

and sensations that they had during the active phase. The students

are requested to see again in their minds what the instructor was doing

and re-enact this material mentally but quietly.

3. lend Calming. At the conclusion of this concert-like phase,

the students are requested to calm their minds again with one of the

previous techniques such as watching one's breathing. This leaves the

student's Mind calm and prevents immediate distractions such as the

typical turmoil at the and of the olass from interfering with the

acquisition of the material just presented.

If students go to sleep for any of this presentation, students are

gently awakened. Lozanovdnes not condone sleeping in clasS or feel

that sleep learning is possible. While a calm state of mind is essential,

a too-calm state such as sleeping is not tolerated.

6
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/V. PRACTIQE.

Students practice on alternate days the materiAl they have heard

previously in active and passive sessions. They may use alternate

sessions on the same day. Lozanov (1971) recommends a four hour session

on a given day alternating between active and passive sessions for each

lesson.

Accordingly every other day, a four hour chunk of time would be

spent practicing what had been heard in the prior lesson of four hours.

This practice takes several forma, such as conversing about a natural

tlpic just covered, presenting a final class play that summarizes

It....rning, ungraded check-quizzes, and infrequent exams for the purpose

of grading. These are described below.

A. Conversation Lab.

The students pair off by twos or threes and carry on animated

discussions about the previous material. Sometimes these presentations

are more thanStimulated as the students.may tour a noted tourist

site and then have to practice discussing it, using the same words and

phrases the tourist guide just used. Or the students may be requested

to go into a cooperating hotel and rent a room for the evening. Of

course for thia theytse their new ficticious students' names and back-

grounds. This corresponds to a typical language laboratory for the most

part, but there are important differences as noted.

B. Psychodrama.

For the final class play, students have to make up a class play or

psychodrama. The students write all the action in the play themselves

and then take parts and put it on themselves. A typical theme for
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such a wychodrmea would be the founding of the pountry. Students would

have to take the Parts of George Washington, Ben Franklin, -. John Adame,-

and other important functionaries at the Declaration of Independence.

Students have learned the backgronnds of these people and then take a

part that is coneistent with the important dignitaries in the Declaration

of Independence.

C. Contra guinea.

These are frequent quizzes given in alternate sessions throughout

the course that check the student on how well he has been progressing.

These quizzes are graded or sooredby the student himself and not seen,

unless asked, by the instructor. Bet these quisses also provide an

important learning element. , A student may-be given'oral questions which

Ale has to answer orally, or he may be required to write the answers to

the questions. This provides for some written skills, although the

emphamie in the Losanovmethed is on oral cosiprehensionunderstanding,

and usage. In addition, the student may have the questions presented to

him in writing with a written answer expected. Several levels of

material organisation may take place here. That is, students ma7 sinply

be asked to-give a translation of a foreign word or phrase, or the

students maybe expected to give a synonym of the twit word,or phrase

in the target foreign language. Then again the material maybe a little

more complicated such as generating a written answer to a presented half

of a dialogue. The student must generate a reply that is consistent

with the previously presented test information. Finally, the student

mey be expectmd to write a short essay on some important event or

site such as the Washington Monument and its political significanoe.
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Deans.

The student is giVen several types of achievement exams (Bancroft,

1973). First, a test of about 100 words is given and these are to be

translated into the native language. There are no cognates, that is,

there are no similar-appearing roots to help the students with translating

these words.

An oral dictation in the foreign language next is given to be

translated by tha student into his native language. The teacher gives

the passage sentence by sentence with the student's writipg this down

in his native language. An attempt is made to cover all basic verh

tenses in this dictation.

Next, an unknown text passage is given and is to be translated

into the student's native language. At least 100 vocabularywords are

included. The students can look-it the printed text while they

trinAlate.

Then the student answers several questions in printed format in

the foreign language. Again the questions cover most of the basic verb

tenses and range from simple elesentary questions *itch require several

sentences to answer in the foreign language.

Finally several questions are given to the student utile he or she

is in front of the class. lte student maybe asked to describe a

picture in the foreign language make up sentences.in response to oral

questions or carryon a dialogne with a second student.
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OMFLETZ SS

A. Lecture-demonstration on the Dozanovmethod.

In all sincereity by the time you walk out of here two hours from

nomr, I hope you will have had one of the most creative learning

experiences that you ever had in your life. I'm milling to bet right

now that you won't believe you can learn so easily. I know I didn't

when I started this researdh business several yeare ago. Nevertheless

there are a number of techniques, psyohological mental, practical

things that you can do to help people to learn. What I plan on doing

today is tell you about some of the revolutionary, very recent things

that are occurring in education that help people learn in suoh fantastic

mays as thia. I happen to be a college professor at Iowa State University

in Ames, Iowa. I spend a lot of time doing research in educational

technology'. Several years ago I taught Spanieh for one whole year at

ISU. Getting permission to teach Spanish in itself was no small feat;

it inoluded two weeks' arguing with the Spanish people, moatly to

convince them I knew what I was talking about. Essentially,the people

in the experimental Lomanov section learned Spanish about three times

faster than the students in the regular comparison section.

NMch more interesting, a friend of mine at U of I this past summer

taught Spanish twice with this special method. What he was trying to

do was to teach two years of Spanish in two weeks. Now that's

approximately a 10 to 1 compression. What he was doing VAS compressing

a normal year-long course of Spanish, one hour a dwl, five days a week

for an entire year. H. was trying to collapse that into fi7e daym a

week0 four houra a day, for two weeks, roughly a 10:1 speed-up. He
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was teaching Spanish about seven times faster than you or I learned

it. This starts to get very interesting!

George Lozahov, the man at the University of Sofia, Bulgaria, the

brains behind this educational discovery, claims that you can teach

ahy school subject, not just foreign languages, from 5 to 50 times fast-

er than presently done. Nhile we can't verify his claim of teaching

school stibjects 50 times faster than normal, at least I am going to sit

her, and tell yen we can do it three to seven times faster than the

normal or the conventional way of teaching. I'm sure you don't believe

me When I say that. You will by the time you get out of here. The

reason I say this, is that it took me something like two years before I

was ready to believe What I was seeing with my own eyes. I fiddled

with this method for several years before I got nerve enough to teach

Spanish this way. In"tetching Spanish this way three years ago, I

knew only abont half of howto do it correctly. We found a few other

thihgs since then about doing it better. I'm sure we don't have all the

answers yet. But we do know enough that we can do just what I said,

teach most school subjects much faster than normal for the same

achievement and the same comprehension.

And the kids love it! It's very interesting. I talked to one of

the school teachers in Des Moines recently about the Method. The

reaction of his eighth grade science class is generally very.favorable.

We have approximately half a dozen teachers at this Junior High School

in Dos Moines using the Lozanov method new. This school irt D. Moines

is located in one of the poorer, law socio-economic districts. To

give yoU an indication of,the background of the neighborhood, this
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description I think is appropriate: When a police, siren goes down the

street there are a half, of dozen kids,in a dlass of 50 that look

nervously around. If there's a knock on the door and a policeman cbmes

in that door, three kids go out the window. Every so often, kids don't

show up in dlass; Vhere've you been?" "Oh, I spent a couple'days in

jail." This is the neighborhood this school is in.

Well, this is interesting to show you the effect of the Lozanov

method on such kids. The other day lay friend there, the eighth grade

science teacher, had reprimanded a young man because he was bugging the

girl next to him, hitting her and pestering her. Finally the teacher

said, "Come on now, Joe, go out into the hall; the rest of us want to

learn, yon go on out in the hall." Normally that would be a license

for the bdy to cutschool for.the rest of the day, to cut classes, to

misbehave,,and do ill sorts of other interesting things rather than

going back to class. Do you know what happened? That kid spent his

entire five minutes outside of class like this: Fre had the door open

and was peeking in so he wouldn't miss a word of what was going on in

class!

I would like to do several things here this afternoon. First, I'd

like to say a little on the subject of learning. That'll take me about

7.045 minutes. Than I'd like to give you the entire Lomanovmethod,

with you people participating. That will take about an hopar to go over

the entire method, to let you people have a fee1:about What this

creative learning method is all about. Thervril be asking you to learn

some rare English words, words you've probably never seen before in

your life, and won't, unless you look them up in the unabridged
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dictionary. Several years ago I didn't know what theymeant myself. The

reason I'm doing this is that I don't want words you people already

know. I'm going to show you how easy it is to learn these words. Than

there will be a time for discussion. Alright? That's what is going to

happen this afternoon.

Well, let me describe first what this method is, then I'll show

you how it applies in practice. I'm sure most of you know that you dan

do some rather startling things with hypnosis. For instance, I could

hypnotize you and have you remember long-forgotten things. If you're

hypnotized, you can do what is called age regression. Take you

hypnotically back to your fourth birthday, and you'll be able to tell

me with perfect clarity what flavor the cake was, the color of the

frosting, how it tasted, how many people were there, howyou felt, what

the room was like, what color Of carpet was on the floor. You'd be

able to tell me with essentially something approaching perfect memory,

what happened at the tins of yOur fourth birthday. The liozanov method

achieves resUlts like this, but without hypnosis. There is one

similarity. There is a lot of suggestion going on, but it isn't

hypnoSis. NObo4y is going to zap you and all of a sudden you've got a

perfect memory. There is a lot of suggestion, but there are many other

things going on too. There's a lot of fun, there's a lot of game play.

ing, pretending to be a kid again learning, and exercises, both Physical

and mental. As a matter of fact, the method itself can be broken down

into three Phases, a preliminary phase for both the students and teacherv

a presentation phase where the material is gone over in certain rather

interesting and novel way s. and finally a practice phase where students
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put into use the material they just heard. That is a quick description

of the method.

At this point I would like to start in with some of the preparations.

One of the important elements of this is what I have been attempting to

set up here so far if you have been liat'Sning and trying to-analyze

what I have been saying. You noticed I told you that by the time you

get out of here you mill change your opinion on howwell you learn, how

easily it's done, howeasy it is to learn. You also noticed I said
4

that you probably-don't believe me and ria sare.that you don't. Heverthe-

less I'm setting the stage for this. This suggestive positive atmosphere

means for one thing, that you don't tell a kid he's dueb, you don't even

imnly that he's stupid, or that he made a mistake, or that he can't

learn, that he's retarded. You don't do ally of these things. You

support the kid in this learning. if he makes a mistake you don't label

him as stupid to his face, as "Jim, that was not a very bright thlng to

do, that was a bad wgy to do it." You don't do this in the Lomanov

classroom. What happens instead is that the instractor glosses over

this error and Jim would get corrected in paseing, or he would correct

his Own papers. But so doing,isn't directly pointing an accusing

finger at Jim and embarrassing him. There are frequent tests, but they

are ungraded and I'll say more:about those in a little bit.

Let's continue with the prepresentation phase; the suggestive

positive atmosphere is.one of the most critical elements. This is

difficult to do in practice. Howdo you be positive wharv.youlve got

kids coming up in class where you would like to take them and knock

their heads together? Well, you don't even think about knocking their
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heads together. What you do is inspire them with your own teaching,

your own manner, to want to learn. ibu remeeher the example I just gave

you about the kid that had to be reprimandoi and sent out of class as a

discipline problem. That is the way you handle the kid, with a positive

approach. 76n remember he wanted to keep on learning, he did not want

to be excluded from the fun. This is one of the effects of this per-

vasive positive atmosphere.

Ose of the hardest parts of teacher training to use this method is

being suggestivelypositive. Hew do you convert a teacher who is

stuck in the groove like me after 10-20 years of teaching? Haw do you

convert them? Hairdo yam get them out of this groove of being a

disciplinarian and correcting kids? Howdo you do it? It's not easy,

but it can be done. There are a number of technignes. The instructor

speaks with authority. The kids are reminded of sometime in their life

Shen learning was fun and easy, what yon infentilization. This is

a very interesting process, but there are other and different techniques

as well.

In starting a language Class, infantilisation as a game runs like

this. EverOxIdy when they come into class is given a fake name and a

fictions biography. W. Houston over here might turn ant to be W.

Smith wbo wants to learn Spanish because he is going to South America

as an engineer for an oi7 company next year. When you take part iu all

this, you take part as me. Smith. If me. Smith makes a mistake, that's

not bad because that really isn't me, me. Houston; it's me. Smith. This

is one of the ways of making the positive atmosphere, you make a game

out of it. At the same time you get rid of the embarrassment of that
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person's making mistakes. lf somebody goofs, it really isn't me, it's

somebodzi else. Adults are-quite concerned about making mistakes and

being embarrassed in front of their friends. They don't lik, thia.

They go to great lengths to avoid this. They will not take refresher

courses because they don't went to appear foolish, or stupid, or dumb,

or ignorant in their own eyes. They don't like that. Kids don't either.

In terms of preparation there are essentiallythree steps, physical

relaxationexercises, the mind-calming exercises and finalypleasant

learning recall. First, there are a number of physically relaxing

exercises. I suspect that this is as good a time as any to show you

what these are. Since this is part of the workshop, put down your paper

and pencils and stand up please. (Five minutes of exercises followed,

bendovers, diagonal stretching, side bends and waves of tension-

relaxation.)

After the physical relaxation, there is mind-calming. Flease note

there is a definite sequence here. Before a person can concentrate,

you have to have your mind calm, you mind clear. Kids in school are

partioularly worried about pulling the pigtails of the girl next to them,

and poking her in the ribs. If a girl, her typical worry is what sort

of date she is going to have tonight. Things like this are on their

minds, so before a person can learn, before they can oonoentrate, they

have to get their rdnds calm, clear their minds. Before a person is

willing to attend to his or her mental life, such as concentrating on a

lesson, the person has to relax physically. Nowycm people should be

as limp as rag dolls, relaxed physically. That's the reason behind the

sequence.
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Mind calming exercises, 'tn, let's try it. Wiggle yourself inrto

your meat at this Point. Get yourself comfortable. Put both of your

feet on the floor. Get comfortable because you are going to be sitting

quietly ind sitting still for five minutes. lf you have to wiggle or

change position because you have a cramp or something, please do so,

but do so quietly and then go back to sitting still. Wiggle yourself

into your seat and dlose your eyes.

'Magi= now, if you will, that you are walking up a hill or

mountain.just before sunrise. It's a emir, beautiful sky. The sun is

about ready to coma up, and you are walking up this hill to the top of

the mountain, very relaxed, cilm, eager, and you are waiting for the

sunrise. You've been walking through woods and the trees are on both

sides of you. And now you are Just about to the top of the hill. Very

relaxed, eager. Now the sun is finally coming up, and nowit is day. A

very beautiful situation. The sun is just peeking over the hiil. lt is

an extrimmaybeautiful scene. Yon are very relaxed. The sun is naw

causing long shadows in the valley. But even then it is very beautiful..

It is a dramatic situation. You are very relaxed and very comfortable,

vary much at peace with yourself, very calm. Very calm.

Open your eyes. Listen to me. Isn't that a nice experience? the

mind-calming part of this then, as you have just seen, is a way to get

your mind off al other nit-picking things that are bugging you, so

that you can calm down and concentrate on learning.

Now the last part of the preparation has to do with what's called

*early pleasant learning restimulation.fl I'll take you through this,

too. Again ark you to experience this. Restimulation is an
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4elteiiesting psyahological technique where you get people to remember

by the back,door. You concentrate on a person's body sensations and

feelings; a person can remember these easily lf you remember a

pleasant situationfar instance, it's very easy to remember how you felt,

what you were doing, where you were. And once a person starts remember-

ing a situation this way, then the rest of the Memory itarte flooding

back automatically. The technique here is to focus on the waythe

person feels and the person's thoughts. Brave you ever had the experience

of trying to remember a person's name and after awhile it just jumped

up in your mind? W11, this is a wey of facilitating that process.

Alright, enough said ibout it, let's do it. /Id like to have you

close your eyes again. This time / ask you to pick same pleasant early

learning experience. }Twit could be as recently as the best novel

you read within the last year where you were so absorbed in reading it

that you couldn't put it down, you were so eager to learn how the story

came out. Or this learning experience could be very early, and

preferably, the earlier the better. This is why I'm taking this much

trouble to explain it. The earlier the better: most people have

extremely good memories when they were kids. For instance, it would be

mice if you could pick your mother or somebody's reading you a bedtime

story. What I'm trying to do is to get your memory restimnlated about

sometine when learning was fun, you enjoyed-it and your memory was tops.

For instance, suppose your mother was reading you the story of Goldi-

locks and the Three Bears. You want to catch that eager feeling to learn

to know how the story turned aut. Once your mother read you the story

of Goldilocks and the Three Bears, from then on youlammr how the story
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turned out. Ydu didn't have to go back and read it for that purpose°-

You might Nwead it and enjoy it, but not to know how the story came

out.

Have you all picked some instance in your life when learning was

fun? EVeryhody got some instance, the earlier the better. It could

be as recent as a year ago or back as far in your life as you can to

some instance hopefully in childhood. Alright, everYbody got some

situation? Close your eyes. Recall where you were. Use your imagina-

tion if you have to. If you have to, pat in something that appears

logical on the basis of what you remember about this situation. Whom

were you with? How did you feel about the situation? Take a look at

how your mouth and throat felt. What sort of thoughts were you

thinking? Take a look at the way your stomach felt. Then see about

your hands and feet. Then take a look at your thoughts again. What

were you thinking? Were there apy sounds in the background? Was

somebody-talking, playing music? Now take a look at your emotions,

your attitude. Now then, hang onto that eagerness to learn and knowing

that you had a top memory skill; open your eyes and listen again.

That is the'third part of the preliminary preparations. Normally

at this point you would go directly on to the material to be learned.

At this point, however, I would like to read to you some of the things

Edgar Cayce (ARE, 1970) had to say about learning and memory. Dr.

George Lozanov has been developing this 'method at the University of

Sofia, Bulgaria in EUrope for the last 20 years. Ai you may know,

Edgar Cayce was this country's moat famous lay psychologist. People

were always asking him questions for advice. What I went to do here
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is to take a look in some detail at his answers to iinestions about

learning. People would ask hil4 "What about my memory? What about my

ability to remember or concentrate?" The answers fit right in with

what George Lomanov has said.

ler instance, someone would ask Edgar Cayce, rWhat do I do for my

loss of memory?" What did Cayce say? °You need to bring an individual

awareness back into your mind. You stimulate the sensory nerves

between shoulders, neck, and head bymassage." Remember juat a few

minutes ago when we spent a minute or Bo working on turtle exercises?

That's one way to do it.

Another person asked, "What's affecting my memory?" Cayce said,

'Wea it's the Vibrations' not being in harmony between the sensory

nervous system and the somatic nervous system. You Bhould train your

memory by constant usage just before going to:sleep.° This is similar

to the mind calming exercise we just went through, the mountain-top

snnrise, typical of the way you feel just before you go to sleep.

Cay want on :to say, "Get set tO rsmember and repeat this when yen

cwake."

Another person asked him, "What's causing my inability to remember?"

Cayce replied, "You need to balance the mental and active portions of

the physical body. You have to coordinate and harmonize the activities.°

This again is what we're doing with the physical relaxation exercises

and the mind-calning exercises. Be relaxed, feel your body 000rdinated

and harmoniwad.

Another person asked him, "Why is it hard for me to remember

names?" Part of Cayce's answer was, "The energy in your nerves vas
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being eXhaustede You're working too hard at7it." One of the emphases

in the Lozanov method is that learning is easy. As a matter of fact,

a lady, Dr. Jana Bancroft (1975) at the University of Ontario in Canada

calls this whole business, "Learning without Stress."

Another person asked Cayce, "Haw do I strengthen my memory?" He

said, "Reduce your high nervous tension. Massage the areas that are

tense along your spine and coordinate the activities of your mental

and spiritual bodies." Very interesting, T hope you are beginning

to see the pattern.

Here's a boy who was rebelling and his parents asked Cayce, "law

is our son rebelling against school?. Are me too strict with him?" Here's

Cayce's answer, "From incoordination of the body and suggestions to the

same, the body has come to be rebellious and his mind forgets." Then

Cayce went'on to say this key statement, 'When peopae forget, their

inner consciousness hal rebelled and they prepare to forget."

"How dO you improve your memory?" was again another question.

Cuce counselled, "You have to guide and direct the person. You don't

condemn." Remember what Lozanov said? You don't tell a person he's

stup:Id, you danit even infer that he is, you don't behave like that in

the classroom. You have this pervasive, positive, suggestive atmospheoe

that learning is easy, it is fun, and that people NM do much better

at.it than they have in anything else they have done previously.

"How can I improve my memory?" yet another person asked Cayue.

He admonished, !Better coordination. Concerted effort of body, mind

and purpose. You have to be able to coordinate the physical and mental.

Take a text book, read it, then go over it in your mind, your
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consciousness. Then put it aside and mull over its possible application."

What do you mean bymulling it over? You think about it. Notice I

have broken the Lozanov method into parts. There are preliminary,

presentation and practice parts. The practice part in the Lozanov

method is very much its application.

Yet again Cayce was asked, Maw do I improve my memory power and

concentration?" Cayce responded, "Lose yourself in what you are doing."

When we went through the mountaintop exercise, you got your mind off all

the rest of your problems. You lose yourself; you prepare to learn.

"What should be done to overcome an unsatisfactory memory?" Cayce

responded, "Well, use your mind creatively and concertedly, and you'll

find that your memory improves. You also have to apply this and you

have to want to remember, instead of wanting to forget." Yet again,

mdhy is it difficult for me to remember?" Cayce replied, "It is

because you have trained yourself to forget."

All of us here in this room have gone through the public school

system, some even the universities and colleges. We have come as a

result to adopt for ourselves a level of learning that is normal for

us. Yet what is normal for us, our present level of learning ability,

is much, much less than is possible. Again I say, you'll see this

1Jefore you leave here this afternoon.

Here's another question to Cayce that I think is interesting, "What

causes sleepiness and lack of memory when I read?" Cayce's answer:

"Toxic fomes, poisons in the body. The flow of the lymph decreases in

coacentration, this causes drowsiness and this terminates the mind

activities." What about all these exercises we did? What they do
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do among other things is to cause the lymph to flow back and be

recirculated by the heart. Very interesting.

Tdhat is the cause of the blank feeling that comes over me and

the corresponding inability to concentrate?" Cayce stated, "Pressure

of gastric forces and poisons in your body." He added, "Massage along

the spine and especially the cervical vertebrae which are right here in

your neck, and the third and fourth dorsal vertebrae which are just

above your shoulder blades. Then meditate. Meditative forces are a

big help. Spiritual vitalization of your system can raise these forces

considerably." Cayce went on, "Relax fully, especially the head and

neck. EXercise these during reading. Read, lay aside, meditate, and

ponder how you apply what you just read." Here's a final direct

quote from him "The clean, healthy body makes for a better indwelling

of a healthy keen mind so that the spirit may manifest better." The

statements I just read for youcome from an excerpt of the Edgar Cayce

readirgs in the circulating file on Thought, Concentration and Memory

(ARE, 1970).

The next part of the Lozanov method has to do with the actual

presentation of the material. The material is presented twice. The

first presentation phase is called the active presentation phase. The

instructor is active, not the kids. Tbe kids .are sitting there passively,

lapping it up. The instructor is very active in a number of ways. For

instance, he can vary the tone of his voice in sons rather interesting

ways. At.times he may be talking in a nornal tone of voice, at other

times he maybe shouting or whispering. As an example, suppose you were

teaching Spanish: you would be presenting vocabulary words in triads.
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Let's just do it; "Hijo - son - hijo." The word "hijo" (EE-hah) means

"son". Shouting, "Padre - father - padre." You get this sort of

dramatic change. If the kids have been asleep, they wake up sudderly

and they cone back to their lesson. Other times the instructor will be

using all sorts of gestures and pantomimes. The instructor can also

vary his presentation such as a very slow suggestive level where he is

going along point by point, taking trouble to emphasize thirgs. Other

times he may go along wildly because he has a lot of things to cover

before the class is over and wants to get them all said. So there are

lots.of things that go on in what is called the active presentation

phase.

As part of this demonstration-lecture, I've been telling you what's

happening and Why. Now I'm going to ask you to learn some rare English

words. I'm going to pass out two lists of twenty-five words. I want

you to take one list from each, so you have a total of fifty words.

I'll be very surprised if you've ever seen ary of these words before.

They are all in the unabridged dictionary. EVerybody take a set.

Alright, in the active phase, what are the students doing? W11,

they have prepared themselves in the preliminary phase by physical

rolaxation, mind calming and the early pleasant learning restimnlation.

During the active presentation, the students are requested to use

imagery. I'll be giving you some word images to go along with this in

a little bit. I want you to go along with my suggested images and

visualize these things in your mind as I say them. Beyond that I want

you to put yourself into this, so that when I'm giving you the image

/ want you to see that image, I want you to be that image, I want you to

small it, to taste it, to experience it everyway possible: you got that?
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Now we are going to go through these words and I vent you to do just

that. I want you to go Along with the suggested images. I want you

activelyto do the mental gymnastics in your mind. In addition, I want

you to experience the words as fully and completely as you can. By the

vay there will be a quiz or a check on this, but have no conern about

this because it mill be ungraded; you are going to score it yourself.

Do 't get uptight. Anybody got any questians?

First pick up the list with the word wbabracot" on the top. Mbat

I want you to do again is to review this early pleasant learning

experience. So wiggle yourself into your seat, get comfortable again

for a minute, put your feet on tho floor, hands in your lap. Go back

over this early-pleasant learning eXperience one more time, Just so you

know haw it feels. Take this same early learning experience; think

again Where you were; Whom you were with. Take a look at what your

breathing was doing; what were the thoughts in your mind; how did you

feel; were there any sounds in the room; how did your stomach feel, your

feet, your hands; haw were your emotions; howrwere your thoughts. Alright,

maximize that feeling of your eagerness to learn, hang On to it, and

that top learning skill; open your eyes. We are going to go through

these lists. New remenber, go along with my suggested visual images and

really feel this image I'm suggesting. Alright, here me go, EVerybodY

got the list?

Babracot - rack or grate. Picture a baby in a cot in a rack by

the fireplace. Bibracot.

Solander map case. Visualize an explorer looking-around at the

land with a map and putting the map away. Solander.
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Hackle - a blurred print. A mackrel fish flopping all over the

papertaurring it so yam can't read it. -Hackle.

Kelbuck - a 'halo nheese. A back deer eating a whole big cheese

all by himself. -Kelbuck.

Rimpled - wrinkled. A person rimpling and wrinking up up his

forehead. -Rimpled.

Lutose - mudlike. Two boys ludicrously throwing mud at each other,

having fun. -Lutose.

Deforce withhold 'by force. Dee police force says, "You can't

have it." -Deforce.

Tocher - dowry. A father touching his daughter at her wedding

with a gold dollar. -Tocher.

(This continued for 50 such words.)

In the active phase the instructor is zsatively involved in present-

ing the material in a dramatic way. I think you would all agree for

those 50 words you. just went through, that the instructor was doing

something much different then you've probably ever seen in your class-

room.

The instructor goes into the passive stage in a mild, yet authori-

tative, tone of voice. We'll repeat these words for a second time in

just a few xinutes. During this stage the students are requested to

sit qUietly and to re-enact in their mind's eye haw the instructor went

through the words. Yen are to re-enact the imaget that raaked you all

to make. This second time through the list I'm not going to give you

that image, but I want you to re-enact it, to see it again to feel it

again in your mind's eye.
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We're also going to repeat the list with a variation, with music in the

background. I'm going to pace my presentation with the =laic. Also

I'm going to aak you to synchronize your breathing with what I'm saying.

I'll give you the same words all over again. I'll say the rare word,

its common synonym and repeat the rare word. While I do this I want you

to hold your breath. So after I get through with this triad, these

three words, exhalc your air breathe back in, and you should be back

with me for the next triad again holding your breath. Mhsic mill be

playing. You can listen to the music if You visb, but really PAY

attention to Inlet I'm saying. You can kind of split your attention

between the music and what I'm saying. Alright? You've all got that?

Let's practice the breathing right now. BVerybody take a deep

breath, hold it, whijo - son - hijo", everybody breathe out. Inhale,

hold it, "padre - father - padre", exhale. Breathe back in, hold it,

neadre - mother - madre," exhale. Got that? Do you have the idea? So

to repeat, while I'm talking this time, hold your breath. Two things

I want you to do are, while I am talking hold your breath and review

the word images. Then pause for an equal length of time, during

which you are supposed to eZhale, inhale again and get ready to hold

your breath. Alright? This will be a 4-4 count: two counts for inhale,

4 counts to hold your breath, two counts to exhale and another two to

inhale again. The second thing I want you to do is to go back over

these visual images I have suggested to you. Just go back to what you

were doing in your imagination to recreate that image. I won't give you

the image this time but you think about it. Alright? Those two things

I want you to do hold your breath and review images while I talk. Any
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To repeat, you hold your breath for a count of four while I ssyi

the word; you exhale for a count of two and yen inhale for a oount of

two. Start !faith inhalation, inhale 1,2; hold your breath for 1,2,3,4,

while I say the words; exhale 1,2; that's a total of eight counts.

Half of it's spent holding your_breath while talking. One varter

is spent inhaling and the remaining quarter is exhaling after I get

through talking. Akayl

Alright, get settled in your seats. Think how much fun it is to

learn. Remeeber or meal a pleasant early learning experience.

Remember how fun it was, how easy it was, how much fun. Hang,on to the

feeling naw as we go through this list again. Inhale. Hold 1,2,394.

EXhale. Inhale - hold your breath for four - 'exhale. Reviewthe
images.

Gemot 7 legislature - gemot. (The list of 50 words was repeated,

calsely in this fashion with steady background music.)

Now a few words on material organization. The material that you
just vent through was carefully organized. I very carafe:1y picked

these rare words and comnon cognates for yon, and in addition, I had a

prepared image for you. I spent a lot of time working this up. I

didn't do it in lust five minutes or an hour; it took_me &While. Con-
sider a typical classroom situation for instance; the material would be
organized around one of everyboiy's favorite themes, 'food. Isn't that
something to talk abowt? Certainly! All these lessons are organized

around different, but central, themes. So when it cOmes to food,

alright, what are the names of foods, peas, carrots, potatoes, meatee
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all these things. How do you order them? What do you do in a restaurant,

you talk about foods, you sit down at a table, you order; there's a

waitress at your table. You are going out, you spend money, it's being

transacted; it's all around a central,theme food. The organization is

one of the keys to this little deal.

The lest Lozanov phase is practice. Students in tho practice

stage then are going to have to practice the material they have just

gone over. Typically, this is done in Alternate sessions. Now you are

in the second day. /gnore what happened just now, that's yesterday.

This is now tomorrow for you, practice. The students have to make

dialogues, they write plays, theywrite down things, they have to use

the words lust learned. This is tomorrow. Please don't write on the

word sheets I passed out to you. What I want you to do at this point is

to break up into two's. In the next ten minutes use every one of those

50 words in a meaningful sentence. Okay, let's get started. (Ten

minutes of 'animated practice followed.)
. ,

Okay, that's ten minutes. That VAS fun, wasn't it? Please pass

in the word lists. Let's see how many of these rare words you know.

I'm going to pass out two sheets of paper with the 50 words in a different

order. Write the common meaning for each rare word. (The were

distributed and about five minutes allowed for writing.)

Well, I see everybody has stopped writing. Fine. Let's see how

well you did. Correct your lwn papers bynarking in the margin or

writing with a different color pen or pencil. (The fifty words were

given for the last time along with their common meanings.)

Let's see how well you did. Count up how many ymu got right.
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(Pause). Anybody get leas than five? (One or two hands go up.)

Between six and 10? (A few hands.) Between 11 and 15? (Some hands

up.) Between 16 and 20? (Pause.) 21 to 25? (Pause.) 26 to 30?

(Pause.) 31 to 35? (Pauee.) 36 to 40? (Pause,) 40 to 45? (Pause.)

46 to 50? (Pause.)

Well, a typical score appears to be 25 out of 50 rare words you

never saw before. How about that! That's very good! And one (of 22).

got all 50 right. Excellent!

There is a snoWball effect in the lozanov approach. Today you

got 50% right, tomorrowyou meld get 75%. iBy the next day most of you

would be getting 90% right consistently. But even today you did very

well, much better than expected. Right? Good, Thanks for your

attention, that's al for today.

B. Ninth grade science lecture.

This lecture period started with five minutes of mild physical

exercises, such as diagonal stretching, etc. and a mind-calming exercise.

The lecture material which follows was accompanied by background music.

Now yaarbody. is relaxed and your mind is calm. Return to that day,

you were very young, and you learned something you were excited about.

Maybe it was the day you learned to ride your bicytle or you learned

about Halloween or Santa Claus or the tooth fairy. .Think about that day

for a while. ,Can yovi rriember where you were? What romu,:!re you in?

41110 .1111

011,

- Can you rectal Who was there sharing that excitement with you? -

Can you remember the name of the person or teacher showing-you, help-

ing you? - - - How did you feel? - - Put that feeling in your hands.
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Return there right now. Think about how your hands felt that day. - -

Let that 2'ee1ing spread up your arms. - - - Let that feeling go to the

top of your head. - - Spread clear down to the soles of yeur feet.

- Hovr did your stomach feel that day? Remeeber our stomach shoes our

exciteMent most of all. - -What were the thoughts end attitudes you

had as a child when you mere eager and exolted about learmtmg. They

helped you remember all these years. - - - They'll help you juat as much

today. Your mind is just as good a miad yet. Thank you. (The back

ground music stopped here.)

May I ask you to take out a piece of paper for us and vrite ten

little questions and answers. You write the answers, I have the

luestione here.

Tim. tOal: tmt a place of paper. Tim, where's yuur penoil? All

he's got is his are. What im I going to do with his arm?

3ob, are you realy?

I'm going to ask ten little qeeations, right?

Hember the other day wu telhed about the symbols, the abbreviations

for the ellsents. 'ghat vas the abbreviation of the avebol for hydrogen?

How to ve sx,7 "hydrogen" iv abbreviated or sylbolic form? Hydrogen.

Thern was A 3hortcut, shorthand vay, of writing hydrogen. :for...pi:, did

you?

Let's go on to tho uext one then. What's the syMbol c,r abbreviation

for oxygen? Oh boy! You wouldn't aak another one of them, mould you?

What'a the syMbol or abbreviation for carbon?

asked three, hydrogen, oxygen, and caebms. Hairdo me

abbreviate them? How do ve syMbolizo them so ve doe't have to spoil
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them?

How do we writ* "water" is this class? WS said water could be

symbolised by aeiag these symbols, how/ Raw do we write the representation

for water syibolically? Hor do we symbolise that? Thgt's number.four.

Okay, number five then. WS were just talking aboat a rule or

explemation that exPlains why molecules move. What 1144 the tge that

vas given to this formilimod name for the rule about Molecules and their

morement, and shut rules are included in this rule? What was the name

we gave to the explanathon of the motion of molecules, Did I erase

it off the board? I guess I erased it. Son of a gun. What was the name

vs we're just talking about the laat 'several days? I didn't ask you to

explain it now. When you see the nane in the book /want you to

understand what the author is talking about. When you see this name it

is supposed to mean motion of mcilecules. Wore =pp:teed to explain

these things to you, but we can't show you because the molecules are

invisible.

Hey, how about number six. Somebody asked me the other day about

air. I said air is not a molecule, I can't use iU I said air was an

example of something else. Air was an example of some other kind of

thing, not a molecule. Whit was it an example of?

What's something you like then? Aaright, let'a go to spelling

words, then. WSIre all'such good spellers inhere. Haw do you spell

the word "liquid"? "Liquid"?

How do you spell "celsius"? A kind of temperature scale we're

talking about. You know it, Jim? Beautiful! We'll have some new

words for you next week, Jim! Okay? You want to see them Ahead of

time, or you want to just wait and come on into class? Okgr, you're
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going to yes, honey, you go ahead. Hut the rest of ui are going to

be spelling the word "thermal", that's a fancy way to say heat. That

should be number nine, right? Now I looked at the list we had the

other day, and I decided I was going to pick the hardest word in it,

and the longest one. And the kids all laughed at me. The longest word

was "temperature"; And they said, We know how to spell temperature

already." So I guess I was wrong. Don't tell Me how.

Okay, anybody got any questions over the ten I've already asked?

One was hydrogen, oxygen and carbon. Ths the name for water in the

symbolic fern. After that, the name for the explanation for the motion

Of molecules. Then, whit's "air" an example of? If it's not a molecule,

what it it? Then spell "liquid", spell "celsius"4 spdll "thermal", and

spell lastly "temperature". Any questions.

Out of curionsity, let's go bs* and seo haw you didu Number one,

for the symbol of hytirogen, I have "IP. "Ho. The symbol I have for

oxygen, "0". The symbol I have for carbon is :T". What do we say is

the symbol for water, then? "H20". What was tho neme? The name was

the "molecular kinetic theory". That's too lonc? Oh no, no, no. Some

books call it the "molecular theory", and scale call it the "kinc%c

theory". My book calls it the "molecular kinetic theory". And I had

all three of those words in the spelling list, didn't I? What's air?

It is a mixture of gases. It is an example of a sdxture lyceums it is

more than one gas mixed together. It is mixed togethetr. pas should

mean just one kind of element, mot a mixture. Raw to spell "liqui4"?

L-i-q-u-i-d. How do you spell "celsiva"? 0,49,1-s-i-n-s. "Thermal"?

T-h-e-r-m-a-1, And lastly then, "temperaturel? T-e-m-p-e-r-a-t-u,r-e.
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Bowman," got all ten right? Anytody got all ten right? How many

got mim ght, then? There's a couple of people.. How many got eight

rielt?, Look at 411 them hands come upt Okay, seven should do most of

us. Seven or better, shoed be better than belf of the class. That's

not goOd. Somebody else io dragging up a fewmore over there. Six?

anybody want to brag about six? Anybody want to brag they got them all.

wrong? Lonnie? I guess have to have a long talk wi.th you. Bob,

you run around and pickup the papers while I talk:with Lonnie.

Lonnie, you haven't been here, dude. Nine 'leeks of school are over,

and this is the second time you've been to class. And youire late

today. Now I have to give you a card, with your grade on it, next

Friday, do you understand that? Well, I haven't got any work from yon,

so I have g problem. Now, do you understand these things we do at the

beginning of class? Do you have any questions over those? %Unitas

just saving held better come to school. He can't leagthese things

if he's not here. Now I use Jim for my example because you know Jim.

Jim, can you learn when you sit here and do the things we say?

Yeah! There's a chance, you see, whenyoulre here. I don't Imgm what

you're expecting out of school, Lonnie, but not being here, yealre not

getting it.

Now let me tell a story,to Jim and Lonnie, folks, and I want the

rest of you to hear. A story. you don't want to hear my story?

Girls, girls! Now Lonnie, I want You to imagine something. You're

going to go to the grocery store. I want par to visualise yourself

going grocery shopping. You have a cart, you go down the first row.

What do you pick up? Some fresh fruit, what kind of fruit do you like?
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Put it in your cart. Do you want some mdlk, put it in your met. Do

you want some hiMburger, put it in. Steak? Netld you go ip and, dawn

the aisIes'and pick out all the things you like to eat: some cake,

some ice cream, put it in the cart. Newry= have your basket ftIl,

right? FU11 of goodies. You're ready to go to the check-ant counter.

You're at the check-out counter new in your imagination: set your

groceries up; the check-ant clerk punches it on the cash regiater, the

bill comas up to 00. You lay the money down. You get your receipt.

There's your groceries 411 sackedHup in the basket. Now imagine your-

self turning and walking out of the grocery-store and leaving 411 the

groceries there. You just paid for all the things you wanted and yon

leave them there. And you try to walk away. That.isn't nowt, is it?

Lonnie, somebody is paying for onr sopermarket shopping here in

school. Nowmaybe you don't understand haw good the stuff is in this

"can" called physical science. Maybe you never pimpled our kind of

cake called "English", and somebody is paying. You're walking away

from the smpexmarket school leaving behind all the goodies. Like Jim

says hprn, "I c:An do it." He's showing that he has learned something

this roc% Very important. You wouldn't leave your grocery sacks at

the supermarket. I don't think it's smart for you to do it here either.

So if you'll excuse me, I'm going to take that attitude. You are

buying and paying for - goodies. And you,let them go.

New the only regrettable thing I see is there is no provision for

you ever to ODMO by this grocery store again. You onlyget to go

through this "grocery store" school once. If you don't get the goodies

while you are here you are going to go to another grocery store which
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hes another bunch of goodies, which requires you to have these goodies,

so you will just end up compounding the problem. The same is true with

grade school. Now, not too many teachers want to go back and spell

"cat" for you, do they?

Your school is all paid for. Tell me I want you to understand

how I look at things. You only come here once. Now some kids get

held back one year, maybe they get to go back through, but I don't think

they get to go through the same way the second time. Now anyboely got any

questions2 The example I used to use for the kids in high school was

going to the movies. We didn't have so much money back then. You go

up and pay for two tickets to go to the MOVies and then throw the

tickets down and walk away. Well, that's the way SOMG people approach

school. Jim, the way,you're approaching school, you'd think school

was for fooling around. That's not what school is about. When you're

not here pushing, "Teacher, answer this question for me; think on this

thing, teacher; give me an explanation; let me read another book; give

me another idea," you're wasting time and money. Somebody is paying

for your school. The cost for each one of you per school year is about

one thousand dollars. Somebody is paying $1000. The tax payers are

doing that. Hey, dude, nobody is ever going to pay for it again for

you. You kids see that. That's the end of my example, okay?

We want to try to do a number of things again this morning. I

was talking to you the other day about the kinetic molecular theory. I

want to make sure we have the picture and models of atoms in our mind,

and that the atoms may join together. What do they make when they join

together? They make a molecule. Who was in the molecule? I forget.
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Who,mas in the molecdle? Didn't they make a molecdle? Laurie?

Delane They're both not here. Both my molecules are gone. What do

I do naw? Alright, we made a molecule. right? And our big point mas

that they re always inmotion. Me talked to you about the temperature.

Did I get into the discussion of gas with you? Did've make that chart

on the board? We said mhat? Water 16 one of the molecules me 'ere

talking about, right? Water is a solid when it is 00 Centigrade or

Celsius, amd it's a gas When you get it to 1000; in between it's a

liquid. As the temperature goes up, the speed vent up, right? I said

the temperature and speed were related and this gives a good explanatian

of Why things melt, why things boil and turn into a gas. The gpeed goes

up.

There's a point I think I missed the other day, and I want to make

sure I've said it. We're talking about molecules' moving now, and

explaining temperature and gases and liquids and so forth. They're

moving, we're speeding them up or slowing than down. Would it be possible

ever to get them to be absolutely stationary, still, stop them? We're

thinking and vlzualizing a moving molecule now, Laurie and I and

Dolan*, moul" aver be possible for us to stop? The scientists have

contemplatev this one and they came up mith an explanation. Yes, Yes,

it could stop. It would stop at a temperature on the Celsius scale at

a minus 273°. There is absolutely no motion at this time. And guess

what they call that temperature - the absolute motionless temperature

and they made a temperature scale of it. They called it the Absolute

Temperature scale and 0 (zero) was here, 2730 matches zero on the

Celsius scale. Up here they have to have boiling at 373°. These are
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the two temperature scalos we're going to see and use. In the book

you 11 see "absolute" jump out at you once in a while. lo reality, have

we ever got down to absolute 00 temperature? Have we ever got all the

motiam stopped? NO. We've got close, clear down to less than a half of .

a degree, clear dawn to less than 272° below zero. On a Fahrenheit

scale that's close to 500° below zero. How long mould you last if it

was 5000 below zero? Not too long. That's awful cold. The air in this

roommould have turned into a solid. What are you going to breathe?

There's going to be no gases. Tammy - Would I do a thing like that to

you?

Did I talk about absolute zero and absolute motionless, the other

day, the last day we were here? Wednesday? I don't think so. Dti I

talk about it? We froze molecules only, but we said frozen water still

did what? It still moved; somehow there's still some motion in it. The

tape, the chair; you're a solid, right? You are made up of molecules.

Are you moving right now? Yes, if you are not this cold, 273° below

zero Celsius. But you and I don't feel this motion, do we? It's very,

very small or slight and as I say, most Of US say, "I'm not moving,

the molecules inlay finger aren't moving." Of course not. We're

talking about motions so small that under normal conditions we can't fel

then, or see them, or talk about them. We all agree and this is also

what the books my and this is what I think.

I don't mart you caning in here and saying, "Mr. Gritton, you never

saw it." I admit it. *Mr. Gritton, you newer saw a molecule." I admit

this. Bat from other evidence, me believe in the existence of atoms.

From other evidence we believe that atoms are put together to make
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molecules. From other evidence these invisible things move. I don't

have anyWay to show you these invisible things. No human has ever

seen them. I oould make drawings on the blackboard, I could show you

motion pictures. We could make a model with Laurie and me. Didn't

you fellows help me to be water molecules? W. froze and moved slower.

W. talked about motion. Would you rather have it yourselves or rather

have it on film? To me it doesn't make any difference. Do we agree

that this is the basis your teacher is talking about, this is the basis

your book has? You have to agree with it? NO, but when you talk to

me, or read the book or listen to a film, you need to know what

scientists are saying. Background, right? Our book does this in only.'

two or three pages. I'll take a little more time with you than the

book does and make sure we agree.

Tmmperature - two scales. Notice I didn't include the Farenheit

temperature scale. If I asked you how hot it was in this room, you'd

probably tell me 65 or 700 Farenheit. We don't use this scale here

because it's on its way out; it is old.faishioned. It's worn out - bye-

bye. If you're young, yoU're going to live tomorrow, you're going to

live next year, you're going to live the next 50 years; the Celsius

scale will be the major temperature acale in your life. That!s all

I was going to talk about..

So let's talk about the-absolute temperature scale. We won't

do much to it. All we have to do is take our Celsius temperature and

change it to this one, we sUbtract 273° for each number. So if we want

to change, all'we have to do is remember 273° and add or subtract it.

One other point, I want to make sure that I've said is this. This
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said was a theory, a possible explanation molecules' moving. It'

impales certain things. For examplo,:. if things increase their temp-

erature, they move faster,_they get bigger. And vice verse, if things

get colder, they stop moving as such, they contract. Thst's i pretty

good statement. lt fits in With the theory just right. Things move

faster, they take more space, they get bigger. As things get colder

they stop moving as such, they get smaller. As things get mealier, they

contract, another necessary stetement. As water gets Colder it turna

into ice.

If water turned into ice and got smaller in sise, water-ice cubes

mould sink to the bottom of the glass. Anybody ever see an ice ctbe

sink to the bottom of the glass? Mut happens to that ice cube? When

you put an ice chbe in a glass of pop, Where is it, on the bottom? Not

unless something is on top to hold it down, Tammy. Hut what is the top

ice cube doing? Holding the bottom two down. What do ice cubes do?

They float. This is another way of Saying they got bigger and they

didn't go according to my rules about getting smaller as they got

colder. If ice cubes float my theory is wrong.

Here is an example where my theory is wrong. I lommw ice cubes

float; you know ice cubes float. mr theory says ice cubes should sink.

Something is wrong. Either the ice cube doesn't knowirhat the world is

doing or we don't. To tell you the truth, I don't think the ice cube

does any thinking. It's part of nature. I think we're the ones doing

the thinking and I think we got a bad theory. I think it's got some

flaws in it. It explains an,_.awful lot of things nicely for us. Solids,

liquids, gases, expansion, contraction, why highways buckle in the summer
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time, why you shiver and shake in the minter time because you're cold.

Sure, it explains a lot of real nice things for us, but did I say it

waz perfect? The point is, no, it is not. We're waiting for one of

you; you're going to be the walking genius, right? You're going to be

the man who is going to do it for us, we're waiting for you to come

along and be the genius and say, "Hey, I've got a new idea stuck in my

head and I'm going to show you why ice cubes float."

Well, ice cubes float, but why do ice cubes float? We can go

into quite a long disucssion. Maybe you could find the fault, find

the error why we're wrong in our theory.

C. College first year Spanish lecture.

This lectuie was taped well after tbe course had started and

students were familiar with the half-Spanish, half-English style of the

instructor (RBB). This material to follow comprised much of the review

phase of a Iozanov-style classroom. lane the class session vas three

hours in length, only the review phase material is presented here. The

passive phase used background music-and breathing synchronized with

material being presented again. The practice phase had students playing

charades in Spanish, source of much laughter.

"Any of you need to do any exercises before we get started?

Stretching? Okay."

Ramble, rumble, rustle, rustle. Stomp, click. Mhmble, mumble.

(EXercises in progress.)

Today let's memorize "los costumbres de saludos. Costumbres de

saludos." This is no more and no less than tin interaction between

people when they meet. "Maniere formal maniere informal" and with a
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person who5is actually the recipient of respect. You were in Mexiao

once, what happens when two peopae meet? There is a psychological,

distance, there is "gentileza", kindness, and there is that facility

that goes on, the kind of "oil" that exists between people when they

meet. Do you have a feel for it?

"Don! Don Juan, Don Cristobal, Don Gabriel! It's Don, Don. 'Don

Rama, Don Diego, C6Mo esti?" There's no counter-part in English. It

means.more than "Mr." So English is not going to be sufficient to get a

feel for it. You have to go to Spanish. And it is the way in whiCh

it's said, how it comes across. The respect that is shown in the

interaction between two people of equarpower, or even unequal social

status. One maybe young, one may be older; they may be two married

people, or two single people who are there by reason of responsibility

or looney. That's the general characteristic, framework of the general

:reeling. So, why don't we get into how you say it, how it CMOs out.

Haw would you say it? Haw each one of you would say it, showing

that respect that you are showing, experiencing the feeling of ame, and

the feeling of respect for the person with whom you are talking? A

feeling as if you are the one who's being referred to as "Don Juan",

or Gabriel or Cristobal or Doia. "Wirt." Dale Ana, Dona Marfa.

There're two of you involved. And very, very, very often in an

interaction between people when they first meet, people who know each

other, there is chit-chat, "conversaeiones minutes." In going into a

"conversacia mintita. it can be the household, the boyfriend, wife,

girlfriend, amigo, amiga, whatever is news; it could be school,
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whatever. Bits and pieces of one's life are exposed in the initial

conmersation. We'll find this kind of intertwined.

Those of you who are going to Mexico will run into this, those of

you who have been to Mexico or a Latin American country, or exposed to a

Latino country, in the United States, abroad, anywhere, will have either

experienced this or will have noticed, felt something of art indel---

current. This is the kind of thing we are talking about )re, when

two people meet. It can also occur in meetings of mom than two

But it's a feel; it's a transaction that's very much ingrained in

Culture latina. Buenos dies, Don Luis, aCicmo esti Usted?

"Buenos dias, Don Jorge, my bien, gracias dCao esti sn familia?"

There you go, "C6mo esti la familia?

"Todos estamos de bien de salud, gracias. Y por su casa, cao

estin?

"Todos estin bien, gracias. jC6mo esti su esposa?

"Estimuy bien, gracias.

"Saludos a ella. Saludos a elle."

Remember this word, "gentileza, gentilezz," lihat is being done

here is exacting the intent, the meaning of that word, "gentileza".

It's a feeling of kindness between people who are not exactly familiar

with one another but are known to one another in an exchange with that

kind of familiaritiin greetings. It is how it is done; that is

gentileza.

Let's run through emotionally and verbally within ourselves this

sawa thing, as well as do the other material. Let's do many of these,
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experiencing them, not just voading than. Okay? "BUENOS DIAS, DON LUIS,

Cc.)140 ESTA UD.?

"Buenos dias, Don Luis, dcdo esti' Ud.? (Students repeating).

nBuenos dias Jorge. gracias.

"Buenos dias, Jorge. 1-, Jn, gracias. (Students)

"CiSicio esti la familia?

95ti la familia? (Students)

"Tc.dus estamos bien de salud, gracias.

"Todos estamos bien de salud, gracias.

nY por su Casa, 4C6Mo estin?

my por su casa, jOdmo estih?

"Todos estin bien, gracias.

nTodos estin bien, gracias.

ne.6k0 esti Ud., Don Juan?

npiio esti bd., Don Juan?

fimuy bien, dY Ud.?

nmy bien, Y Ud.?

"Bien. gracias.

"Bien, gracias.

nciCOmo esti su espcK,a?

neat) estaisu esposa?

"Estamos bien, graciac.

"Estamos bien, grasias.

"Saludos a ella.

nsaludos a ella.

"Sefibr Sosa, now. 405mo coti Sefior Sosa?
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"6C6Mo esti Sefior Sosa?

Ah, here's another kind of feeling. Here's another kind of

feeling, "Ah 4C6mo esti %liar Sosa?! 4COmo estiSeAbr Soca?"

Apparently the man is appreciated, respected. Somehow the speaker wants

to impress that perLan. "jC6mo esti Sefior-Sosa?" Let's try it. "jC6mo

esti Seffor Sosa?"

n4C6mo esti Sefior Sosa?

"Bien, gracias. 4'C6mo esti Ud.?

"Bien, gracias. jC6mo esti Ud.?

"EXcelenta, gracias.

"EXcelente, gri-tas.

njamo le trate la vida?

114COMo le trata la vida?

"Bastante bien, jy a Ud.?

"Bastante bien,y a Ud.?

here is an elusive answer. "Bastante bien. Bastante bien"

coed either be, "I'm sving 1Bastante bien' because I really don't

want to reveal how I'm really feeling." Or it could actually be

"Bastante bien," very good. "Bastante bien. 4Y a Ud.?

"Excelentamente, de verdad.

"EXcelentamente, de verdad.

And here is the double empbasis, "Exoelentamente, de verdad.

Buenas taess, Etna Cirmen.

"Buenas tardes, Doia Carmen.

"Buenas tardes, Don Fermando, gam esti?

"Buenas tardes, Don Fernand,,, 4C6Mo esti?

"May bien,, dy Ud.?
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"Muy bien, y Dd.?

"Bien. 4C6mcs eaviin por su casa?

"Bien. ACOmo estin por su casa?

"Todos bien, gracias. jYpor la suya?

"Todos bien, gracias. 4Y por la suya?

"Bien de salud, gracias.

"Bien de salud, gracias.

Notice how the smphaeis is on health. Health is something that you

mention time and time again, in that kind of interaction. In a formal

greeting interaction, that's part of the chit-chat that you'll ran _

" C6mo esti" 914y bien, gracias." The thing ic tkat When you cat xv:

interactions from afar, Whenever you have the opivrtaiity, wahch it.

Watch what happens, herd people interact in that type of eituationo

In two out of three you'll probably find that weather, haalth, ane the

family are either mentioned in that order, or first tioaCiot in tht

connrsation. Okay? And it's always woven into the tolversatlim.

Now they may go nn to scrathing else, but it's k'nd of A stertiLig

point. It's an ice-breaker. "Buenas noches, Don Joa..juin."

.

"Buenas noches, dComo le va Don Jose?" Listen, litr "Vvonas

noches, Con Jeaquin." "Buenas noches, JC&o le va, Don Jase'P' "Tm

equals, two equals. "Nhy bien, gracias. jY Ud.?"

"Jat Considerando el cogto de vida, bien."

si? me alegro mucho."

"chas gracias." Now here are two people who are apparent54 squal

to one another in social statwy mybe monsy. Haw they're addressing one

another implies that. The mil,they are talking to one another, it conveys
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that.

Listen again, nEUENAS NOCHES, DON JOAQUIN.

"BUENAS.N0CHES, 4CONO LE VA, DON JOSE?

"MUT BIEN, GRACIAS, iff UD.?

"CONSIDERANDO TANTO DE VIDA, BIEN.

NjHA, SI? ESO NE ALEGRA MUCHO.

"NUCHAS GRACIAS.- !SPEW QUE :ODDS ESTEN Notice that kind

of roughness, or toughness or the exchange. It's like. "Let's get it

over with quick, as soon as possible." There's a certain finesseabout

it. Maybe itcs being conveyed now, maybe it's not. Bdt it exists. It

is there. When you experience or watch a conversation like this one

with someone, perhaps you'll notice. Here, let's go through it together,

"Buenas noches, Don Joaquin.

"Buenas noches, Don Joaquin.

"Buenas noches, JC,Smo le va, Don JostO

"Buenas noches, jOimo le va, Don Josef

9tuy bien, gracias. jY Ud.?

"Nhy bien, gracias. Y Ud.?

"Considerando el costo de vide, bien.

"Considerando el costo de vida, bien.

nage, si? me alegra mucho."

si? me alegra mucho."

"Mhchas gracias. Espero que todo esti Men."

"Nhchas gracias. Espero que todo eiti bien."

"As we're going along, trr to process and store these tidlits of

situational phraseology, okay? Because these are something you can use,
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given a situation that you can recognize in your own head as being

familiar. Now you may find yourself in real, actual situations which we

can create here, providing that we have people who are fram a Spanish

background, which we may_get. But the idea or the feeling or the

general atmosphere ic what is important here libenyou're going through

the rituals. You tend to recall things that have happened to you before

Or things you have learned. Now, there may be a number of situational

rituals that you may go through and at those times these very eloquent

situations can have this phraseology used in them.

"It's funny, ..muse a friend of mine who spent a lot of time in the

-.Southwest, meeting a lot of Mexican people, he seems to have picked up

this particular style. I noticed that when he came back, that it goes

along with a real firm handshake and a real positive, masculine,

affirmative way of relating to people. As if, °I knaw exactly-what I'm

doing &nd I expect you to know exactly what you're doing.'"

nDrecisely, precisely."

"There's almost a bardness underneath it: I think that's the first

thing that I noticed."

"You're put on the carpet, yes, p-eaisely. And I still have that."

"That's pretty extreme."

"You may not be interestnd in that yet; it -goes against the grain

a little. But at the same time, it's a set of translations that occur

between people, it's very useful it's very good to knaw and be able to

be eloquent in that particular style, although it may not be your style."

"It also seems to be a very old style, isn't it?"

"Alright, yes, there are changes in style in America, too. But the
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lest to change, absolutely, are the people. And the customs. And yet

it can also be very - - let's discover the other side of it as well."

"Chivo."

"Yeah, 'chivo'. Let's go on. 'Buenas noches, Dace Mhria.' 'Bola,

4C6mo te va, Don Juan?"Bien, muy bien, jI Ud.?' 1Muy bien, gracias.

Ceimo estin su gente? 1C6mo estin su gente?' Hey, notice this. Now

it's being referred to as 'your people'. This person's probably asking

about his family, 'su gente'. 14C6mo,estin su genter 'Bien, gracias.

su familia?' 1Todos en buena salud, gracias. Todos en budna salud.'

"'Buenas tardes, ACeimo esti?' 'Bien, gracias 4Y Ud.?' Ah, notice

the change in mood here, 'Asf, asf, y no mii. Remember this answer when

you're feeling kind of blah. This can be another cop-out answer. Really.

it can be used as a cop-out. Not to reallY reveal and yet reveal

nonverbally. Okay? You're sending out vlbrations and you're sending

nonverbal communication that you're not really up to par. 'Asf, asL y

no w.1 Can you try that; try it."

'Asf, s1, y. no mis.1

"Ray, what sort of .,:onnotation does Isu gente' have?"

"'Your people', it could be your family."

"It seems to be kind of funny to be asking, 'How are your people?'"

"Okay, now you have to remember another thing. In Latin America

you'll very likely run into an artended family, or a variation thereof,

Likewise, in Latino society, here in the U.S. you'll also find that. So

whenever two people of different families meet, it is likely that

individual A knows half of the family or the relatives of individual B.

So it would be impolite for ir-lvidual A not to ask about this series of
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people here that are related to individual B because individual B will

prohnbly say to them, 'Individual A didn't ask about you when I saw him.'

SeriouSly, there is a reason for this or a rationale, whether valid or

understandable in our own culture or not. There are reasons why questions,

seemingly stupid, are asked. 'Cimo esti su gente? 4C6Mo esti la

familia?' There is a reason behind this, and generally the reason is

because it's a social amenity. And yet, it serves a purpose. It's a

double-edged message, On the one hand it's meeting a demand; on the

other it can also really mean 'I want to.know how your familiares are,

because I happen to know your sister. And I want to know how she is.'

"Let's take the next section and follow it through. Here is chit-

chat for yoo. Let's make it between Pancho and Juan. 'Buenos diat

Juan, dCómo esti?' 'Buenos dias, Pancho, muy bien gracias.' '4C6mo

esti la familia?' 1Todos estin en buena salud."Ah, eso me alegra

mucho.' Ana, novel response, 'Eso me alegra macho eso me alegra macho.

Y por su case, C6mo esti?' 1Todos bien. Y mi esposa trabaja ahora.'

Apparently it's hard times, hardship. It's a relative situation: there's

food on the table. Now, 'Mi esposa trabaja ahora.' liQue bueno! Es

duro conseguir trabajo. (Conseguir - gat, conseguir.) ES doro conseguir

trabajo.1 'Eso es tan cierto por ahora. ESO es tan cierto. Eso es tal

cierto por ahora.' 'Si, la vide esti: un poco dura.' 'Y Ud., dQue hace

ahol-a? Y Ud. 4Que hace por ahora, Don Juan?' 'Estoy a la universidad.'

si?, ;qug interesartt intaresante!' iQue interesante, Pancho

here is saying to Don Juan, rC,o on, toll me mozh; about it.

interesantet1 Juan just jumps in hook, line and sinker. What are they
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talking about? 'Trabajo para la univeraidad ahora.'qSf? Todos los

dias?' Leading question again, 'dSf? Interested, 10.sf? aEhsena todos

los dias?' 'Si, dos horas por dia.' jrade trabaja su esposa ahora?'

'Pues ella trabaja para el decano. elle trabaja para el decano.'

Apparently she's working at the university someplace, for the dean.

si?' He notices it,qHa si?

"Okay. Aquf, esta es Gracielita. Ah, Gracielitat It's not

Graciela anymore, it's Gracielita. Apparently Juan remembered, he knows

Pancho's daughter. And there's some kind of affection on Juan'* part

for his daughter. Now it's not necessarily that Juan is 3mterested in

her in a boyfriend-girlfriend type of thing. It's probably a fatherly

type of situation, where he's saying, 'Gracielita,' indicating that he

knew her Ilium small. Now Gracielita may be Ain grown woman, but it's

alwey4s Gracielita. You know it's like ycar parents. They always kind

of look at you as being a young buck. They can't seem to get used to the

idea that you're growing up, likewise here. 'Gracielita' is indicating

just that. 'Gracielita.' Or Juancita,' Panchito, Gabrielito Ramoncito.

Oh yeah, look, my mother still calls me Ramonoito. You bet. That's her

way of dealing with reality.

"!Ella estudia en el conservatorio.' bklue-estdestudiando ella?'

'Pues le gusta el piano.' lAh, sf, recuerdo. Siompre le gusta.' "Sf,

y ahora es una buena pianista, una buena pianista.'

"Buenos dias. gC6mc te va? BUENOS DIAS. COMO TE VA? (Whispered0

Buenos dias. jCiimo te va?

"Bien, gracias, JY Ud.? BIEN, GRACIAS, IY UD.? (Whispered:)

Bien, gracias, dY Ud.?

t
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"EXcelente, gracias. Dfgame, jqug noticias tienes de sus hijas?

DIGAMS, AUE NOTICIAS TIENES DE SUS HIJAS? (Whispered:) Dfgame, 4qug

noticias tiones de sus hijas?

"Pues Mona, Mona terming su master's en psicologfa. P7ES MONA

TERMINO SU MASTER'S EN PSICOLOGIA. (Whirpered0 Pues Mona termiri5

master's en psicologfa.

niQug buenol jY Juanita? QUE BUENOt jY JUANITA? Whispe%v.

Qui; bueno, jY Juanita?

"Juanita ancresó. a medicine. JUANITA ENGRESO A MEDICINA. (Whispvd:)

Juanita engres6 a medicina.

"Hey! This is a show and tell, and youlva got a very proud father

who's showing off. And notice the closing, notice the way whoever is

Playing into this is just feeding, just.,saying the right thing. And the

strokes are almost measured. Itte just tha same thing as here. There's

a certain fluidity here, except that among young people, let's say the

younger generation has similar transactions."

Nell, we have our own wuys."

"Yes, but they're not the same ones."

"They're more political, and reinforcement-paced rather than this

personal relations jazz. Plus, I think our generation is less interested

ir what you did today, than what you're thit:king today."

"Right."

"Thare's a lot of reinforcement."

"Well, let's run through these. BUENOS DIAS. dCO1 O TE VA?"

uBuenos dies. jC6Mo te va?"

"BIEN GRACIAS. jY UD.?"
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"Bien gracias. Y WO"

" EXCELENTE! GRACIAS."

" EXCELENTE, Gracias."

"DIGAME, dQUE NOTICIAS TIMES DE SUS HIJAS?"

"Digame, 4Que noticias tienes de sus hijas?"

"KIES MONA TERMINO SU MASTER'S EN PSICOLOGIA."

"Puss Mona termin6 su Master's en psicologik."

";QUE HMO! 4Y MARTA?"

";Qui; buenol 4Y Juanita?"

"JUANITA ENGRESO A MEDICINA."

"Juanita engres6 a medicina."

"FELICIDADES, GRACIAS."

"Felicidades, gracias."

"GRACIAS. ESTAMOS MUY CONTENTOS."

"Gracias. Estamos muy cortentos."

Tdell, let's go to the informal for contrast here. Let's show

contrast. iHOLAt iHOLAt jQUE TAL? jCOMO TE VA? HOLA, 4COHO TE VA?

Try

"Hola, 8Quit" tal? jCOmo te va?"

rHOLA, 4QUE PAL? riCOMO TE VA?"

"Hola, glue tal? 4C6mo te va?"

"jQUE TAL? ACOMD TE VA?"

"4Qratal? AC6mo te va?"

"BIEN. ACOMO TE VA?"

"Bien. C6xz te va?"

"BASTANTE TIEN, GRACIAS. 4Y POR TU CASA?"

9 3
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"Bastante bien, gracias. g por tu case?"

"ESTAMOS BIEN, GRACIAS. Y TU VIDA?"

"Estamos bien, gra2ias. dY tu vide?"

"wENOMENO. ME PASA MUY BIEN.°

"Fen6meno. Mb pasa muy bien."

"ME ALEGRO MUCHO. FELICIDADES."

"Me alegra mucho. Felicidades."

"MUY-GRACIAS. ERES MUY SIMPATICO."

"Muy gracias, Eres muy simpaico."

°DE NADA."

"De nada."

" ME ALEGRO."

"Mb alegro."

"Mv ALEGRO MUCHO."

°Mb alegro mucho."

"OH. GRACIAS UNA VFZ MAS."

"Oh. Gracias una vez mis."

"SALUDOS."

"SALUDOS."

"When you're about to leave someone, instead of saying good-bye, you

can say 'Saludos.2"

"Saludos."

"Like for example, soma of you will be leaving tonight. Try this

among yourselves. Instead of saying 'Adi60, you can say lAdiOs', but

you can also say 1Baludos'. 'Saludos' implies greetinss to somebody

else. As for example, two people's saying good-bye, 'Adi6s, saludos.'

Immediately you're go'Ing to assume that this person is saying greetings

9 4
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to this person's family, 'Saludos,' or 'Saludos por su casa' or 1Saludos

a su gente.' Very, very important. Remember that.

"Okay, wto wants to play out the informal? Anybody want to try?

Okay, Juan, anybody else? Yeah."

"Bola, dQu e-tal?"

8.C6mo te va?"

"Bastante bien, gracias. dY por tu casa?"

"Bien, gracias. tu vida?"

"FenOmeno. Me pasa muy bien."

"Mb alegra muchisimo. Felicidades."

"Gracias."

"Do nada. Tu lo mereces."

"glerezco?"

"Mereces mucho. Tu lo mareces."

"Gracias una vez mas."

"Saludos."

"Ay, viejo, c3C6mo te va?"

"That's the next one!"

"Aha! This one takes an entirely different response. Now we're

getting into another area of familiarity. Ay, VIEJO, COMO TE VA? AZ

PEIO Y CON GANAS. Al pelo y con ganas. There's no way in hell that you

can translate this directly. qA1 pelo?' Ybu know what 'al pelo' means?"

"The hair?"

"Right. Y con ganas. With a lot of desires."

"Is it sort of like, 'How are you?' 'Peachy.'?"

"Yeah, 'Peachy', how do you translate that?"
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"That's a good one."

"Right."

"Peachy keen."

"Chivo, hermano. Aha! Here's another expression. 'Chivo, hormone

or ' Que buenot' Chivo - you know what 'Chivo' ia?

"Does it mean, 'I'll tell you'?"

"No. Chivo. You know what 'Chivy' ist"

no."

is a male sheep."

.1,isde sheep?"

"Y6410 That's what it is! 'Chive, hermano, iQue bueno!' It's a

uJors mlphisticated, familiar way of looking at the world. ''a.Cgmo va

todo, viejo?' This is putting Argentinean in your mind here. Because

Argentineans are notorious for doing this kind of thing 1Ccime va todo,

viejo?' Try this. qC6mo va todo, viejo?' Sing it, almost sing it."

va todo, viejo?'

"Aqui va."

"Aqui va."

" Muy bien! Aqui hay otro. This one's from Peru. This one's

from Peru. Auiubo, chico? C6mo vas?' 4Quiubo, Quiubo?"

olQuiubo?"

"Quiubo is, 'What was there?' Quiubo? Quiubo is actually 14,

contraction of 'Qug hubo.' 'Qui hubo?' - - 'What happened?' In

Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Columbia, and some of the Central American

republics you'll also hear this. No4 'Quiubo' is essentially the same

as saying 'hello'. You may hear it in Mexico as well. Quiubp."
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